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Work of the American Dairy Cow.
The dairy population of the United
States is about 21,000,000, or one cow to

The average yield,
iccording to official figures, is only about
),500 pounds a year, or roughly, five
luarts a day on the average. The total,
tiowever, is large, amounting to 70,000,J00 pounds of milk, of which about onetialf goes into butter, and the rest into
svery five
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is fed to calves and other
stock. It ie figured that each person in
the country eats about twenty pounds of
butter each year. Very little butter is
imported. About one-third of the butter output still comes from the farms
ind is made by the labor of 3,500,000
Jairy fanners and their families, but the
factories have gained on the dairy farms
ind the t>,000 factories or creameries turn
jut two-thirds of the total product.
While every person is supposed to use
twenty pounds of butter he takes only
Four pounds of cheese of the domestic
product, using a little imported cheese.
The butter territory is widely separated
throughout the country, but threefourths of the cheese is made in New
i'ork and Wisconsin. Condensed milk
s also a somewhat localized industry,
ibout three-fourths of it coming from
NTew York and Illinois, where more than
talf of the condensers are located. The
yearly output is about 250,000,000 pounds.
The condensed milk industry shows very
:reara

|
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A New England Fruit Show.
It is proposed to hold a New England
fruit show in Hoston in October. All
the New England states will be asked to
help through their boards of agriculture,
horticultural societies and other agricultural agencies to contribute towards the
funds necessary to carry it along, and all
fruit growers will be invited to contribute to the exhibition. Doubtless small
premiums will be ottered, but the value
that such an exhibition would be in advertising the fruit growiDg «qualities of
New England would be sufficient stimulus to bring out a good exhibit side from
the premiums.
The maguiticent fruit exhibition recently held in the state of Washington was
an object lesson as to the possibilities of
An exhibition of no farm
» fruit show.
uroduct could be more appropriate for
I
New England than of fruit.
It will not require a vast sum of money
to collect and arrange such an exhibit a* I
is contemplated, but it will require a loti
uf work, ami well directed work. Com I
paratively few men have the qualities)
necessary to lead in an undertaking of I
this kind, and upon the selection of the
managers of eucfi an exhibition depends I
te success.
As a matter of fact this is
true of
every enterprise, agricultural I
ind otherwise. Barring weather
lions, the managers of an agricultural I
fair make it a success or failure. The I
«âme is true of farmer's institutes,
leges, schools and industrial enterprises]
jf all kinds. Such an exhibition will be I
>f great advantage in advertising New I
England as a fruit-producing section, and
λ ill surely tend to stimulate the produc- I
tion of mure and better fruit and to open I
up new markets in all sections of the
country, and even across the ocean.

For Unbeliever* Only.
To-day, when the back number farmer

jf the ( anton Cow Test Association re I
*ho does not believe in spraying is allow·
semly, I had the opportunity of
S.».the·»,
.Ills,··»,
and
>ver he orchard of C. W. Brown, in the
ng his apples to lie on the ground
;ui«l ρ rot »·<■ to
own of Hartford, and if those persons,
-ot because there is no market for weadis.
mem·
or old, who think there are no
kened, wormy, worthless fruit, or occasresulting from Catarrh and drive* iroung
for investment or for
onally getting a few cents more than the
it'"M iu the Hea<l «illicitly. Restore* [xirtunities
well
;eut labor on the hills of Maine, as
ralue of the barrel and the labor of the
of Tit-te anil Smelt Full »ize
I
have
could
»s in her fertile river valleys,
lacking from some near-sighted suckers,
N. :it Dru^isU or by mail.
Linuii! t>een
with me they would have their I statistics like the following may be suffi«
:i Balm fur usw in atomizers 75 cts.
idea.
of
the
minds
disabused
r thcr«, Γ.Γ, Warren Street, New York.
;iently striking to awaken even the sleepHere is found at least twenty-five acres er to occasionally help out his bank accovered with thrifty, well kept, bearing :ouut and save bis trees for his heirs and
E. W.
While some of I issigns. In one orchard in Ohio, sprayed
rees, mostly Baldwins.
he land is too rough aud steep to bel η the winter for scale, sprayed just be>t any value for any purpose other thau I 'ore bloom time with Bordo mixture,
orcharding, the most of it is
iprayed just after the blooms fell with
ploughed and thoroughly tilled. Sileage I \rsenate of Lead, yielded 4,833 perfect
a
:orn is grown over quite
large
will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of an·
tpples and just 15 wormy ones. All this
S'
or Style at reasonable prtcee.
ion, and other hoed crops fill spaces not! rom one tree. Unsprayed tree, same
are
There
occupied by the corn.
variety, same age, same condition, (exhing more than sixteen hundred trees in I cept omitting the spraying), yielded 2,898
4 so
l·
sixteen
and
two
years ago,
tound apples and 1,180 wormy and worthrearing,
lundred barrels of Baldwins were ship- ess mockeries.
Nearly half of them
U- w ml of any kind of Klnleh for In et. le οι
;>ed from the farm. There is a block of l· lid not pay for the gathering. We are
tun
Pine
order·.
In
send
work,
your
ndebted to our friend, Director Chas. E.
:hirty-two trees, of a variety knowu
an<l inlnjtie» on hand Cheap for Caab.
he Acme, standing on a little less than Thorne of the Ohio Experiment Station
from
I,
>ne acre of
ground. The apples
or this object lesson data.—Long Island
and Job Work
hese trees shipped to Liverpool, netted
Agronomist.
of
$450.
sum
neat
Mr. Brown the
is this compared with orange groves or I
Matche<l fine Sheathing for Sale.
Plenty of Work.
;rape vineyards, and doesn't it make the
Secretary Wilson, after a trip through
(R. W. €H4\I>M!K,
prodigal long for a glimpse of the old ;he West, reports a great shortage of
the mountains and trees I bands on the farms that will seriously
Maine- liome and of
'·' .'»t Sumner,
....
hat add variety and beauty to the landnterfere with harvesting the crops. He
laid: " I found the farmers in the West
tcape? On this farm there is a finely
ped set of farm buildings, with a dairy nore interested in the weather than in
>arnone hundred feet long, and the farm I he tariff, and more concerned with the
I
products than
•arrjes a herd of twenty cows.—B. Walker irices of hogsofand farm
lie Keen, in Tribune Farmer.
with politic·
any sort.' There is a
farm labor, however, and
< creat dearth of
Maine First in Fruit Legislation.
this
uany farmers are overworked. All
Maine has clearly led the way in the η the face of the reports that the large
natter of state supervision of the
}ities are overrun with men who are
ngand grading of apples. The legisla Γ >ut of work. American Federation of
Don't Look for
I
passed an act Labor officials asserted not lorg ago that
tire which closed April
Wlien you are troubled with your
here are two million unemployed men in
lomething similar to the Fruit
eyes. Have yt ur eyee examined
Act of Canada requiring that growers I ibis country. A great part of this alby DR. ΡΛΒΜΐΝΤΚΒ,
what
"state
must
they leged number could obtain work if they
who ship apples
ΟμίΙΐ'Ικη «ad Specialist
sell and sell what they state." If this I leeired."
Come li re. Consult me.
Mil·*·
law is carefully enforced there can be no
Norway,
uKT ΤΗ Κ SHl'K-ON.
more little apples in the middle of the
The New England Fruit Show prosbarrel bearing the mark of first quality, pects are already beginning to loom large
Π is understood there was no great oppo
us shown by the fact that a premium list
•'tion to the measure as it was finally >f 310,000 or more is now praotically
Λ.
iiueuded. Some b.lieved it would work mured. Of this amount, Massachusetts
farmers who had a few ap I lias already raised 31,500, Connecticut
15 ve'rs expert Watch- liardship to
pies, but who do not take as good careol jpwards of f1,000, and the other state*
maker with
On
them as the larger growers.
interested lesser amounts. Bat the inKennard étCo., Boston. • ther hand one of the sections of the I terest is lively and Maine bids fpir to
I
sell
can
a
farmer
new law provides that
make a good showing by the time this
the barrel or matter has received attention in her 420
any sort of fruit, provided
All Work
The subordinate Granges.
A few dollars
box is marked "unclassified."
UuaranteeJ.
working out of this new law will be foi Mntributed by each for this worthy
lowed in New England with much inter I .ause, will boost the prize fund of Maine
in the right di- to a splendid figure in conjunction with
a
A lit'le out of the way o»t. It is clearly step
rection and whether the legislature ba* the sums being promised by the county
but it pays to wa'k.
overstepped the mark or taken the step Granges. At least, one orchardist of
too soon remains to be seen.—JT. Ε
Maine has promised a carload exhibit of
UE1H, WATCHES, CLOCKS Homestead.
ipples for the show at Boston and the
AND JEWELBY.
ipirit of the contest is steadily spreaddirection.
Origen of the Baldwin Apple.
ing. It'· a move in the right
With Dr. Parmenter, Norway, Maine.
a
from
The Baldwin apple originated
Push it along.
chance seedling in a lane on the farm of I
John Ball, in the town of Wilmington, I Those who study food conditions assert
Mas· and bore Its fruit about the mid
that mutton is much more commonly
Fori used by all classes to-day than it was a
die o: tie eighteenth century.
τη·
«·>
Rich and poor alike
mat j years after tho original tree came generation ago.
into bearing the variety waa confined to I bave gradually acquired a taste for it,
its
ori-1
of
the immediate neighborhood
and butchers are constantly in search of
wi™
gen.
Having attracted the attention of good animals to meet the demand. Qood
Col. Baldwin of Woborn, Mass., it was animals should be emphasized, for nothproprigated by bim and rapidly diaaemi- ing is much more unpalatable or undesirnated throughout the adjoining towns. able than a piece of tough, dry mutton.
Before the middle of the nineteenth oen- Mutton, like other kinds of meat, to be
in
juicy, tender.and weH flavored, must be
tury it had become the leading variety
New England nurseries. At about the fat. Sheep and lambs that possess this
on the
same time it became popular in New quality always bring good prices
AND AU THROAT AMD LUNO TROUBLES.
York and soon after in Michigan. It market.
was at one time planted further south,
OUABANTXXD 8AH8FAOZOB1
Give a handful of oil-meal to the horse
but it was found that the frnit ripened
OB, MOHXT &X7UHDKX
It la good for him and keeps
once a day.
prematurely and did not keep well.
condition, and mnkes his
him in
quickly absorbed.
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The Man
From Home

we

On our own farm we found it ao. In
the first place, it was not long before we
learned that keeping milk down cellar in
the summer and in the pantry in the cold
weather is not the way to make the best
butter.
Did you ever stand back in a
room in the morning after the different
members of the household are up and
stirring about, and watch the little particles of dust as they sift through the air
between you and the window?
Now, there are always more or less of
these all the time floating around in the
air of a house in which we live. Naturally tbey settle after a while; and it cannot be expected that many of them will
not find their way into the milk pan?,
acd every time this happens, there is
trouble in store for the bntter maker, for
dust ought never to get into butter. We
found this nut and as soon as we could,
we made a milk bouse
away from the
farm bouse. We never dia a better
thing. After that we could keep out
most of the little specks which drift
about in the bouse where we lived.
And then, we found that by taking
milk away from the stable just as soon
as we could we kept still more of the
tiny particles of matter which ao often
make mischief with the butter maker.
It took a good while for us to find out
Home of these things, especially that it
pays to make the cows' bags as clean μ
they can possibly be before we begin
milking. Why i& it that we think this
wasted time? It isn't. Every second
counts and counts highly.
Nor is this all. If you had a glass
powerful enough, it would astonish you
to see how many living creatures have
their home in our milk paile, pans and
cans.
We think them clean. Are thpy
so? Or are there bits of matter clioging
here ami there to the ears of tbe pails
and in other places'.' These are what ferment and bring a myriad of living things
into tbe butter. This is all there is to
the word "bacteria," It means that
something has begun to rot and breed
tiny creatures that live and work against
good butter. The little bits of stuff we
leave ίο the pails ,are what decay and
make us so much tronble. So how careful should we be to wash clean, to scald
and air all the dairy things.
When we learned these things, we began to make better butter. Not that we
have learned it all yet. We never expect
to do that.
There is always another
round to the ladder. But it is a tine
thing to get the feet firmly on tbe bottom
round, with the eye fixed toward the top
ind the heart determined to climb.
Tbe beginning of success is a readiness
That leads to better things.—
to learn.
Edgar L. Vincent.

W. P. Atherton, a well known successf JoNES,
j
ful and extensive apple grower of Kennebec County sa>s concerning the usual
Dentist,
shipments of Western apples into Maine:
MAINE,
44
rt'AY,
Tie true that many varieties of apr»—'·» to 12—1 to 4.
ples—some of which cannot be successfully grown here—grow larger and handsomer in the far Western States, but
they lack the excellent tUvor and long
keeping qualities of oar best Maine apAttorney at Law,
ples. The demand for fancy fruit in
MAINE.
!V.\Y,
boxes is limited and very much more so
Collections a Specialty.
Hor
in a year of great abundance in New
York and throughout the New England
κ 4 PARK.
Μ
States. Several years ago I packed a
number of boxes of fancy fruit as you
Attorneys at Law,
would oranges and sent them to London,
MAINE.
Γ :i EL,
England. They sold for enough to pay
EUerjC.Pnk
Κ Merrick.
for the boxes, the freight and but little
^
more.
I then wrote to one of the largest
and best shipping houses in Liverpool
&
H.
to give me their opinion; they wrote
4
back, Send your apples in barrels, the
>OINEERS AND SURVEYORS,
demand
for apples in boxes is limited.'
South
Maine.
Parle,
s»h Street,
Since then I have sold apples in the BosTelephone 111-12.
ton markets in the spring from $5 50 to
ÎS.00 per barrel. A portion of the same
Vdpaand Plans made to order.
in boxes
the ttmberlands an<l pocket maps of apples might have been sent
\
and sold at a higher price, but the gen
:itv for sale.
Where of the Atlas of Maine.)
eral average would have been no more.
The local maikets could not or would
not grant such prices.
I have been rais
ing aud packing apples for over a half
ι.
century and I know what I am talking
about when I say Maine orchardista are
Me.
> Main St.,
not wholly to blame for poor or unattractive packing. Some of them may
be, but the major part of the poor or
dishonest packing can be laid at the door
of the buyer or dealer and his packers.
Most orchardists sell to buyers at one
uniform price and have nothing to do
Time and again 1
with the packing.
have seen buyers put in fruit that I
should be ashamed to send to any mar;nds of Pipe Repairing, Lead ket. All
buyers, however, are not of
that kind, but those who do have greatly
and Iron.
injured the reputation of our Maiue
fruit. I am glad to say that I know of
Telephone 134-11.
many Maine orchardists who raise nice
fruit and are not afraid to pack and send
J. WALDO
it under their own names to any part of
the world."
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from the hotel and grounds. What can
Pike interrupted
I do until dark?"
lilm quickly and motioned to the hotel.
"Whv. doe. he's eot the whole lowei
You're his chauffloor of this wing.
feur"—
"I was about to suggest It." interrupted Von Grollerhagen. lu his turn,
"1
with some grimness of manner.

CHAPTER XII.
ΤΙΐε ΜΗ 11.1ST.

WITH

a hasty glance about the
garden to make sure he was
not observed, the rvfugee
approached Von Grollerha·
gen and Daniel and spread out his
An he stepped forward there
hands

movement of the window curtains in the cab«uient above the doorway to (he hol«< and he turned; but,
whatever h.id caused it, the movement
bad ceased and there was nothing ap-

have a room that can well bt> spared
for Professor Ivanovltoh."
"How can I ever thank you? God
bless you buth!" said the Russian, going toward them with outstretched

was a

parent.

bands.
Don't waste time talking
"lluh!
about It." said Pike. "1 shouldn't bv
surprised If you were hungry."
He took the refugee by the arm and
steered him In the direction of the hotel. and as the three entered the wide
iloor the curtains above the entrance

Italian Journals ca«l uie a
brigand," said the Russiati, "and iu
this they are inspired by the Russian
1 am known as
legation at Rome
Ivauoff lvanovlteh, and 1 have spent
uine years in Siberia, nine years of
hdl. It is ten years ago since 1 was
"The

condemned in St. Petersburg, and you.
who know nothing of the horrors of
Russian prisons, cannot understand
I
what I have suffered, my friends.
was a professor of languages, a translator in the bureau of the minister of
ti nance. and I was trusted."
For a moment he paused and pressed his scarred hands to ills lined fore-

suffered and fought—the cause
3f liberty. 1 could do but little, though
1 tried.
At last I transferred the
funds of the government to the Society of the Blue Fifty, it was a small
thing. It was for the cause—not one
ruble for myself. I swear it!"
You Grollerhagen started baek, with
ι gesture of repulsion, and lvanovlteh
held out his hands.
"Not one ruble for myself!'* he repeated. "It was for Russia's sake, not
mine!"
He paused and weut ou wearily:
"But I committed the great Russiau
1 was caught, and through
crime.
treachery. There was au Englishman
«·Ι·«

ΙΙ··'"1

I·»

htircr

Πα Ιΐπ/1

agitated violently nud the head
of I^idy Creech popped out of the easement with the suddenness of a Punch.
From the keen look on her face one
might have Imagined that had It not
been for her deafness she might have
heard every word of the conversation
that had gone on below her. As It was,
after gazing anxiously In the direction
of the road she withdrew her head
sharply and within a minute came out
of the door of the hotel just In time to
encounter Horace and Mme. de Charnplgny coming in from the grove. She
approached them at once.
"Have you seeu my brother?" she

demanded excitedly.

callow courage, be set himself vigora possible union between himself and the noble countess.
It was evident from the first word
that the lady was prepared for him
and that, while she intended to offer
him every bit of encouragement in her
power, she would not be satisfied with
anything short of a definite proposal
aud more likely before witnesses if

Aud
"After they had taken the money
and were beyond the frontier themselves. That Is all I have against
them."
For a moment the hunted look left
his eyes, aud into them came the ravenous gleam of the hunting, starvlug
wolf, ills fingers clasped and unclaspthemselves
ed
spasmodically, and
there was a set look about his jaws
that spoke 111 for the guilty pair should
they ever meet this man with the manacles off his hands.
The lawyer shuddered slightly as he
"Looks to me as If that would be
about enough to have against tbem,"
Von Urollerhagen stood combhe said.
ing his wiry beard with strong fingers
and evidently studying the case. At

last he S|H>ke.
"Then by your own confession you
are an embezzler and a revolutionist,"
be said, aud at ivauovitch's start of

possible.

He made his initial move with some
gayety. She returned bis banter with
a mock seriousness and in answer to
his challenge on her somber mood re-

plied:

I

"But I cannot believe you are always serious, my friend."
"Try me," he demanded eagerly.
"Set me some task to prove how serious I am." She smiled at him.
"Gladly," she said. "Complete this
odious settlement. Overcome the resistance of this bad man who so troubles your sweet sister."
Horace took her hand and murmured:
"You promise me that when it is settled 1 may speak to you"—
"Yes. You may speak to me—when
Aud at the words he
you please."

kissed her hand rapturously.
In the meantime the suddenly rejuvenated Lady Creech bad found her
brother-in-law and had imparted to
him words of the utmost Importance.
She bad temporarily forgotten her
deafness, or else the agitation that possessed her bad removed it, for she was
bordering upon "a state of mind."
She walked him back to the hotel
when she found him and talked continuously all the way, and as she
talked his excitement grew to match
her own. As they approached the garden Lady Creech said to him:
"I couldn't hear distinctly, for they
mumbled their words, but upon my
soul. Hawcastle, even if I couldn't
bear well, 1 saw enough."

CHAPTER XIII.

New Discovery
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Lady Creech aud Hawcastle

where
entered the garden,
I
Horace was still holding the
hand of the fair countess, they
encountered Almerlc, who was strolling In aimlessly from the direction of
Hawcastle beckoned to
the village.

"Not one ruble for my*cl)

I swear it I "

abject misery and contrition Pike step-

ped

forward and laid his band on the

German's

arm.

"The man's down," be said gently.
"You wouldn't go back on blm now?"
He waited au instant and tben chuckled grimly in a thin, humorous way.
•'Besides, you've made yourself one of
his confederates, doc." he fln.'shed.
he
As
spoke Von Grollerbagen
glanced at him quickly, and bis eyes
took on a tinge of surprise.
"Upon my soul, but I have, my
Then he laughed outright.
friend!"
"Ab. from the first sight of you In the
hotel at Napoll 1 saw that you were a

great man."

Daniel looked at blm and grinned in
his face.
"What you doing, doc—running foi
congress?" he asked, end the German
joined him lu the bnmor of the situation and then turned gravely to the

Russian.
"1 fear the carablnlerl did not depart
'Vltbout suspicion."
"Suspicion!" echoed Ivanovltcb bitterly.
"They will watcb every exit

him.

"Auything unusual down there?" he
asked, pointing to the village.
"Kawtber! Carahluieri still hunting
that baudlt chap." said bis hopeful son

languidly.

"Don't mumble your words !" snapped
he old lady, and Horace and madame
Alturned sharply and confusedly.
merlc uuide a gesture of impatience
and; putting bis head close to bis repec ted aunt's ear, shouted:
"Hunting a bally bandit!" at which
the old woman screamed sharply.
Hawcastle took him by the shoulder.
"What do they say about blm?" be

ι

demanded.

still In the neighborhood." replied bis heir, with a languid
"That

■:lgh.

he

is

you?" asked Lady
triumphantly. And the earl
gesture of Impatience.

"What did I tell

Creech

innde a
"Almerlc. find your betrothed and
bring her here," he said. And the
young man trotted off slowly. Horace
_

slowly forward.
"What's tne row, air?" he asked, and

came

the earl

smlle^

HE'D

St Ε

other talk with our friend here, and.
believe me, all will be well."
With a bow he left the garden. and
Ethel stood «taring after him. Pike
looked up quickly from the letter be
was reading and crossed over to her.
"I'm glad you've come," he said
"I've got something here I want to
read to you. When I got your letter at
home I wrote to Jim Cooley. our vice
consul In Londou, to look up those
Hawcastle folke and write me lien·
how they stand."
"You did that!" she cried In anger
"You had the audacity to pry Into the

affairs of the Earl of Hawcastle!"
"Why. I'd 'a' done that If ll'd been
the governor of Indiana himself," he
replied, with surprise. "Besides, Jim
Cooley's 'home folks.' His office used
to be right next door to mine In Ko
komo. I haven't openid the letter yet.
but 1 haven't much doubt but Jim '11
Lave some statements In It that'll show
you I'm right about these people."
"How do you know that?" she de-

manded heatedly.

"Because I've had experience enough
of life"—
"In Kokotno?" she asked scornfully.
"Yes. ma'am." he answered. "There's
just as many kinds of people In Kokomo ns there Is in Pekln. and I didn't
serve a term In the legislature without
learning to pick underhand men at
sight. Now, that earl, let alone his
having a bad eye—his ways are too
much on the stripe of T. Cutbbert
Bentley'e to suit me. T. Cuthbert was
a Chicago gentleman, with a fur lined
overcoat, that opened up a bank In our
town, and when he caught the Canadian express three months later all he
left In Kokomo was the sign on the
front door That was painted on. But
there, here's the letter. Head It for

I
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FlllET."

—

your brother? The whole kit ana boodle of them nre on the track of John
Simpson's money Γ
"I gave Almerlc my promise. It was
forever, and I shall keep it," she answered slowly, as If she had been Impressed with his earnestness. He looked at her quietly.
"I'm uot going to let you," he

re-

plied.

"Then I'll throw your interference to
the winds. I shall marry without your
consent."
"Do you think they'd let you?" Tike
For a momeut she
asked quickly.
stood still, and then came the sound of
the guitars from over the wall. Pike

went on after a time.
"Sounds kind of foreign and lonesome," he said. "I'd rather hear something that sounded more like home—
'Sweet Genevieve,' for Instance. You
know It. don't you?"
"I used to," she answered, hanging
tier head. "It's old fashioned and common, isn't It?"
"That's why I like It. I guess," he
answered. "I couldn't get you to sing
It for me before I go home, could I?"
She looked at him thoughtfully for a

moment.
"I'm afraid not," she answered and
went quickly Into the hotel, leaving
liim looking after her curiously.
CHAPTER XIV.

PIKE

BLACKMAIL.

still standing with the
letter in his hand, looking after
Ethel, when he awoke to the
realization of what her words
She had given her
meant to him.
.promise, and she did not mean that
anything In the world should make
her revoke It. That promise was sacred
to her, just as If It had been spoken
yourself."
a clergyman.
He handed It to her and watched her before
In his heart Pike knew be would
while she broke the seal and then behave to give In If be was to make her
gan to read:
and yet he knew that In makearldom of Hawcastle 1» happy,
Dear Dan—The
of the oldest In the kingdom, and the
Aubyns have distinguished themselves
in the forefront of English battles from
Agincourt and Crecy to Sebastopol. The
present holder of the title came Into It by
He was a younger son's younger
tccldent
son and had' «pent some years In Russia
In business under another name. Nothing
here In his English record U seriously
against him. though everything he has le

one

St

mortgaged to the handle.

She flnisbed with a look of triumph.
"What a terrible indictment!" she
"So that was what
paid ecornfully.
you counted on to convince me of my
mistake? I shall tell Lord Hawcastle
that you will be willing to take up the
mutter of the settlement the moment
his solicitor arrives."
Pike shook his bead sadly.
"No, I wouldn't do that, because 1
won't take up any settlements with
him or any one else."
"Have you after this any objection
to my alllaice with Mr. St Aubyn?"
she inquired, her anger at white heat
"It Isn't an alliance with Mr. St.
Aubyn you're after," he replied calm·
ly. "You're after something there
ain't anything to. If I'd let yon buy

what you want you'd find it aa empty
tlie Judgment day the morning
You think because I'm a Jay
after.
country lawyer I don't understand.
Why, we've got the same thing at
home. There was little Annie Hoff·
meyer. Her d* was a carpenter and
as

was

ing her temporarily happy he would
be making her eternally miserable. If
he could have the strength to hold
out apt Inst her and refuse to sanction
the marriage be knew the crew of
aristocrats would never a»t2pt her
without the cash, and that by the
terms of John Simpson's will could

"Whfit

u
ti

tcrrlhle indictmtntl" *Λ« tnhl.

moment the Russian refugee
staggered and supported himself with
bis band on the table. Then be looked
For a

UP"1 thank you for what you have
tried to do."
Von Urollerhajien went on:
"In the meantime my friend believes
Naples a safe place for me. And eo
luf wloderseheu."
Pike extended his hand, which the
German took.

"Uoodby, doc, and God bless yon!"
Von
And
said.
Grollerhagen
squeezed Pike's Angers.
"To our next meeting," lie said and
he

lu a moment was gone.
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The Useful

of the nobleman.
"Two years at

Every need of the human appetite
for food seems to be supplied by the
It is nutritious; it Is fattenbanana.
It can bo
ing and very palatable.
eaten raw or It can be cooked In more
than a dozen different ways.

least

In

prison for

hotel, what. In your opinion, would
the answer be?"
Pike looked up from the letter he
was twisting In his hands, and his
thin shoulders took on a squarer attl
tude. lie looked his antagonist square
ly In the eye. but he did not raise the
tone of Ills voice.
"It would depend a good deal on
which of my countrymen you caught
If it depended on the one 1 know best
he'd tell you he'd see you In hades

Banana Plant.

The bananas we eat come largely
from the West Indies and the Central
and South American states bordering
on the Caribbean sea.
The banana Is really, like the Indian
corn

plant, only

a

highly developed

grass. I.Ike Indian corn, It grows from
a pithy stalk, but the fruit bangs from
the stalk in bunches of from 100 to
IfiO separate bananas.
Occasionally
the great bunches become so heavy
The
they break the stalk down.

Γ

flrst."
For an instant the earl looked tixed
ly at Daniel, and his face went red
and white by turus. There was a dangerous flash In his eyes, and he stepped a trille closer and half raised
bis walking stick
Then, with a mat

tered oath, he dropped It. picked up
his hat from the bench where he had
thrown It and walked to the hotel

steps.

You have an hour," he said, menac"At the end of thai
time—we will know what to do."
Daniel must have stood there ten
minutes after Elawcastle had goue.
and the twilight came down and envel
oped him with Its softness. As the
lights came out here and there he turn
ed and looked over at the windows of
Von Grollerhageu's suit and noted the
shadow still on the window blind.
"Looks to me like doc's iti this thing

ingly turning.

and ought to be told," he murmured.
He fouud his way slowly across the
grass and up the steps and In another
moment tapped upon the door of the
German's rooms. The door was opened
by Hlblere, who Informed him thai
Von Grollerhagen was dressing. He
round his /rlend adjusting his white
cravat before a mirror.
Within live minutes he had acquainted the other with all that had passed
and hail received a smile In return
Voii «ί roller lia sen refused to take the

seriously.
"ΙΝ,ιιΓΓ he said.

matter

"Surely you can
this Lord Hawcastle not to men
Hon It. He must know that the conse
queuces for you as well as for me
would be. to say the least, disastrous
"
Surely you made that clear to him
trust

UASASAb ON TUB KTALK.

plants sometimes grow to be twenty or
tfiirty feet lii^li. with grm etui, waving
leaves fen feet long. The «talk has no
branches, only a great cluster of leaves
with the fruit hanging
at the to|>.

down below them.
The banana is seedless. It Ih propagated from sprouts called suckers.
These grow out from the roots of the
old plant, :uid when they are three
feet high they are cut loose and planted In rows about eight feet apart. For
the first six months the ground must
be kept clear of weeds, und that Is the
only work required from planting to
gathering the fruit.
When the bananas begin to form
there first appears one great tlower
bud. as It is called. By and by it
bursts open and shows 100 to t.*U> lit-

K.

Ik.

Daniel smiled gently.
"No," he answered grimly. "He made
It clear to me. Two years in Jail, and
if I don't make up my mind In tifty
minutes from now to do what hp

do''—
"What Is it that he wants you to
do tasked the German.
"The young lady's father trusted me
to look after her. and If I won't prom
ise to let her pay £I50.UUU for thatwell. you've seen it around here
wants uie to

be theirs without bis consent.
Of bis own hopes he could see but
He had Ir- haven't
the faintest glimmering.
you?"
retrievably offended the girl, and she
"I have observed It. If you refer to
he
for
life
it,
would hate him all her
the sou of Lord Hawcastle." answered
His entrauce into her new Von Grollerhagen gravely.
feared.
phase of life had been unfortunate
"Well. If I don't agree to that Ivanoff
His continuance In It was little else goes to Siberia and you and I to Jail
than an insult, according to her way
Von Grollerhagen looked at him
And Jim Cooley, whom quickly.
of thinking.
he had trusted to find the flaw In the
"Ile threatens that! What do you InHawcastle escutcheon that be knew tend to do?"
had existed, had failed blm miserably.
There wouldn't be
"I can't agree.
The lawyer felt that be was α long any trouble to It if it was ouly me
way from home. He sighed and turned They could land me for (wo years or
to where the sun was sinking In a twenty.
But I can't do what they
haze of red across the bay. Then h.
want, even to let you and Ivanoff out
heard the volccfof Horace and chim- It ain't my money. AH 1 can do Is to
ing with It the cultnred accents of hint that you get out right away
Hawcastle.
Lord
Apparently they Ivanoff cau't go. They've got a ring
She had around this place."
were coming to seek him.
reiterated his refusal.
my
"You could get away, too,
Wearily he turned again to the au- friend." said the German, watching
tomobile and leaned against It. As he him softly. "You had not thought of
did so he beard Horace say:
that?"
"But Ethel suys Mr. Pike positively
"No. sir, and I'm not going to think
at It But vou"—
{ refuses."
uever

"It's the truth, old man." said Dan"I can't do it."
iel feelin; lv

In an instant by η bit of folly
"What would be the nature of thai
request?" he asked.
"It would concern a certain alliance
—might concern a certain settlement.'

"If this fellow countryman of yono
assured that the law would be
permitted to take its course If a favorable answer to a certain question were
not received in an hour within that

YOU

trust

■

were

TELL

le monsieur la!" he comand |>ointed to the other door
of the chamber. The man opened tf
lit ο nee and beckoned to Ivnnoff.
"Ivnnnff. some unexpected difficulties have arisen," said the German.
"The police have discovered your présence here and persons who wish evil
to my friend have threatened to make
lie can do nothing further
trouble
■to save you unless he betrays a sacred

an

him.

"UE Ί)

"Appeliez

ma tided

Tike ruminated and folded his letter

"Being In jail ain't much like

"Looks bnd for—that American, eh?"
I'lke Inquired whimsically
Lord Hawcastle stepped close to

"Where Is Lord

"As for nie, 1 shall go." said Voo
C roller liagen. standing up
"Well, that's part of the load off my
I haven't hud the nerve to tell
mind
thai poor fellow in there, though."
Von Urbllerhagen motioned to HIblere

are—unpleasant."

ine American

ously to hint at

police?"
Ivauovitch replied vigorously:

short,

Italian law for those forand Impulsive Individuals who
connive at the escape or concealment
of certain unfortunates who are wanted by the police."
Daniel looked at him, with a smiie.
"So you're all worked up about that,
Ilawcastle glared at him,
are you?"
but went on.
"So deeply that I ascertained the
penalty for it. For the person w hose
kind heart has so betrayed him the
penalty Is two years in prison, and
Italian prisons, I am credibly Informed,
tunate

the earl replied softly.
"If the request were refused, what
would the consequences be?" I "Ike
lie
went on, with lowered eyes, foi
would not trust himself to meet those

Hawcastle?"
Horace looked at her with surprise.
"On the other Bide of the garden,
Lady Creech," he answered, "down
there on the terrace," and watched,
with some amusement, the speedy efforts of the grim old lady as she hurried off. The amusement, however,
rapidly gave place to a more interesting pastime, for, summoning all his

nally the latter asked:
"It was they who sent the

a

great anxiety concerning the penalty

prescribed by

Daniel swallowed painfully, for he
In some manner that that swaying window curtain which had caught
his eye an hour ago had held a (IN
tlnrt menace. It seemed too bad that
tbis should be the end of It all -all thdefenses he had raised for the girl o!
his dead friend should be swept awa\

Be kltuictl her hand rapturously.

with the government. I thought
he was my friend—my best friend. I
had married in my student days in
Paris. Ah, it is the old story!" he cried
bitterly. "I knew the Englishman admired my wife, but 1 trusted her, and
1 trusted him, and he made my house
his home. So many have done that
thing. I had 50,000 rubles In my desk
—the funds I had transferred—to be
delivered to my society. One day the
police came to search, and they found
only me—not my wife, not my Eugllsh
friend, not the 50,000 rubles. I went to
Siberia. Now I search for those two."
He lcaued against the automobile
aud pressed his hands over his face,
while Pike and Von Grollerhagen
glanced at each other sorrowfully. Fi-

gazed at him, and he laughed
bard laugh.

"there is a certain questioft"—
"I said 1 would not discuss that with
you. I meant what I said," observed
Daniel quietly.
"This Is another question," went on
the other, hèedless of the warning or
at least unaffected by It.
"Late this afternoon I developed a

Elks' carnival." he observed.
"Even a citizen of your admirable
country could not escape If his complicity were proved—If he were caught
in the act. I will Ite plain with you."
These last words had an ominous
note. "Let us Imagine that a badly
wanted man appeared upon the perthis old Lady Creech—she's counting gola here and made an appeal to one
on
it, and this Frenchwoman that's of your countrymen who. for the purwith tbem—Isn't she trying to land poses of argument. Is at work upon
this car. Say that the too «-.niable
American conceals the fugitive under
the automobile and afterward, with
the connivance of a friend, deceives
the officers of the law and shelters the
criminal, say, In a room of that lower
Milt there."
He looked about In the growing twl
light and pointed dramatically to the
window. Pike, now thoroughly Interested and with his pulse beating a
rapid tattoo, followed his linger. The
?arl went on:
"Imagine, for instance, that the shad·
jw which appears uim>ii that curtain
were that of the wauted man. Would
you not agree then to a reasonable re-

were
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"But you won't see much of bis ancestors!" complained Pike.
"He Wars their name," sbe answ ered.
"That's it. and it's the name you
want. Nobody could look at you and
not know it wasn't him! It's tbe name!
And I'd let you buy it if it would make
you happy—if you didn't have to take
Don't you see
the people with it.
they're counting on it? The earl—he's
counting on living on you.". The Indlanlan became excited. "Why, a Terfe
Haute pickpocket could see tbat! And

Hawcastle glared at him ard was
about to reply when Mariano entered
with a letter on a tray, which be handed to the lawyer, who regarded it curiously. There was a growing menace in
the earl's attitude, and as his anger
grew his suavity grew with It
"There is another matter to which I
want to call your attention," he went
on, and I'lke answered him at once.
"I'll talk about anything else with
you." he replied and looked up to see
Ethel coming down the steps. She
came forward to the earl and said:
"You wished me to come here?"
"I wish to tell you that I see light
breaking through the clouds. Have an-

steady glare of the earl.
"My dear Pike," began the latter,

saw

Ο

CURB

feelings."

in return lie heard Hawcaetle reply:
"Leave hi m to me. In ten minutes
be will be us meek as a lamb."
Dumbly Tike wondered what fresh
argument the earl bad to offer and
mentally steeled himself against It.
As he looked up he encountered the

quest?"

nnn.

pack-1

KILL™· COUCH

tbe society column four or five times
so sbe gets
He was about to say more, but at every Saturday morning,
her tbe money to marry
that moment Daniel came d^iwn the her pa to give
Artie Seymour, tbe minister's son, and
steps and walked across tbe grass to
Althe motor. As be passed tbe group be α regular minister's son be was!
most broke Annie's beart and ber pa's,
smiled genially and observed:
"Looks to me as if It was going to too, but be let ber have ber way and
went in debt and bought tbem a bouse
clear up cold."
"Good afternoon, Mr. Pike," answer- on Main street. Tbat was two years
ed the earl and motioned tbe others to ago."
Pike paused momentarily.
leave.
"Annie's working at tbe deepo candy
Pike merely nodded his bead, ano
stand now," be resumed, "and Artie's
Hawcastle came np to blm.
"It le a pity that there should-bave working at tbe botel bar—in frontbeen nny misunderstanding in tbe mat- drinking up wbat's left of old man*
ter of your ward's betrothal," he said, Hoffmeyer's—settlement!"
and Pike smiled grimly.
Sbe flung away from him In a tem'Ob, 1 wouldn't call it a misunder- per and then wheeled on blm in a
standing," be said, and tbe earl went flash.
on.
"And you say you understand—you,
"It would ill become a father to press who
couple tbe name of a tippling youpon the subject of bis son'* merits"— kel with tbat of a St. Aubyo, whose
he began, but Pike cut him short.
ancestors have fought on every field of
"I won't talk with you about him," battle from
Crecy and Aglncourt to the
he said. "I don't want to hurt your Crimea!"

bears

j
j

Bigeîow

doing well, but Annie could not get
into tbe Kokomo Ladies' Literary society, and lier name didn't «bow up in

"My dear young man." be eaid, "I
rongratulate you that you and your
Bister need no longer submit to ar
odious dictation."

head. then sighed and went ou:
"1 was also a member of the Blue
Fifty, a Constitutionalist, and as such
was aide lu do a little for the cause,
the cause, the same, my friend"—lie
turned to Pike—"for which your for-

equip-1
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tie flowers growing timide. They come
Into bloom. Then the tiny green banana itself forms behind the flower,
which it shoves forward toward Its
The
outer end farther and farther.
flower fades and becomes smaller and

flnnlly disappears.

again,

banana
then
In the plantations young suckdies.
ers ure belug continually set out In
new flelds. They come into bearing In
Like Indian corn

plant only produces fruit

a

a

once,

year and a half to two years.
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*re given three coneectlve Insertion· for tl-50
In
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Job Prirtino —Sew type, fast presses, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of our bnalnea· complete aud popular.

I

«tNHLE COPIE·.
SiBirle Copie· of the Democrat are four cento
each
They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patn.ni
jingle copte· of each luue have been placed on
«ale at the following place· In the County :
Shurtleff'a Drug StoreNoye·' Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
A lfred Cole, Ρ oat ma»*-.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office.
Samuel T. White.

Parle,
Norway,

South

liuckUeld.
Pari· Util,
West Pari·.

Coming Event·.
Aug.24-27.—Kastern Maine Fair. Bangor.
Aug. 23.—Meeting of Sumner Sol tier»' Veteran

Association. Canton.
to HanAug. 27·—Unvelilng of memorial tablet
nltutl Hamlin on the ceutenulal anniversary
of Id· birth. Parle Hill.
Aug. .''.—Examination for state teacher·' certificates. «outh Parle and other places.
Aug. >.— Grange Ueld day, fair grounds. South
Pub.

Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept

Λ».—Grange UeM day, Fryeburg.
il-Sept 3.—Centrxl Maine Fair, Watervl lie.
6-9. —Maine «tate Fair, Lewlston.
14, 15,18.—Oxford County Fair.
21, 22, 23.—Androscoggin Valley Fair, Can-

ton

Sept. 28, 29, 39.—West Oxford Fair, Fryeburg
Nov. 9. lo, II.—Meeting of Maine State Pornological Society, Norway
(exhibition of Western Maine PoulJan. 4, 5, ti
—

try Association, "outh Paris.
NEW

Marked Down.
Have You Profited by Attending
A Fly Net for Your Horse.
Closing Out Sale.
Commissioners' Notice.
Wanted.
Wearers of.
Lost.
2 Bankrupt's Petitions for Discharge
Auction i>ale.
Probate Notices.
3 Notices of Appointment.
Cut Flowers.

A Noted Village.
PAKIS

HILL'S

OF

AS

HONOR

MAUK CP BY THE LATR HON. (iKORUK
F. KMKKY.

This week the beautiful and historic
village of Parie Hill comes ioto the lime
light a» the scene of a great memorial
tribute to her most distinguished son,
Ilannibal Hamlin. It seems an approartipriate time to republish part of an
cle written some twenty years ago by
another of her sons, the late ilon. George
F. Emery, a brother-in-law of VicePresident Hamlin.
Reviewing Paris Hill's roll of honor,
Mr. Emery says:
omitting county

<

fflclals

too

to
have

numerous

office· of a high grade
particularize, more at
some ρ -rtod residing with

been filled by men,

OXFORD BEAKS.

A. Barrows, for a visit of a few weeks.
will be a dance at Academy
Hall, 1 an.* Hill, Friday evening, Aug.
Music by Swastika Orchestra, six
-'7.
pieces. Grand march at 8:15.
Mrs. Bickmore and son Herbert of
Portland were guests of Mrs. V. K.
Parris over Sunday.
Hamlin Memorial Hall will be open to
visitors on the morning of the twentyseventh, before the exercises, also in the
afternoon during the band concert.
rhere will be no observance of Foundon acer s Day, Auk. 2Sth, this year,
count of the Hamlin Centennial.
of
Garland
Mr and Mrs. Chandler
Boston are eues;s at Loren B. "Merrill's
Mr and Mrs. Clayton K. Brooke of
Cambridge. Mass., who are occupying
II. Heald s house for the summer,
L
nave purchased the former residence of
the late Mrs. Ε. II. Cummings, south of
Hamlin Memorial Hall, which they infend to lit up and occupy as a summer
home.
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et
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A.
Tucker
waa
Roth
there
Mi··
the
and
22d,
Sunday,
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL meeting
of Anguat, end by Jordan and Shaw of the Alerta.
no service at this church, the pastor Lewiaton (or tbe month
The Misses Latham of Clinton, Maaa.,
with her parent·, Mr. end Mr·. J. R.
la
the
at
hie
campSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
with
family
being
have been gneata of Mlaa Amy Shaw for
Tucker.
ground.
Dr. Frank Taylor, wife and little a few day*.
Mr·. F. P. Chandler spent Sunday
Pari» HUI.
H. A. Mure h haa built areaenrolron
Miuea Hilda and daughter, are «pending a few. weeks at
with her parents.
the hill above the C. B. Atwood place,
rtm Baptist Church, Bev. Q. W. F. HDL paswith their mother, J. R. Tuoker'a.
returned
Marjorie
water from a spring
at 10.°4A a. M.
with their
Mr·. Lewie M. Mann ia having a vaca- and will pump
I®'· Pwâchlng every Sunday eveiUl,«
«errlce having spent two weeks
hie reaidence Into the
tion at Old Orchard. By Invitation of which supplies
evening at grandparents.
P«™Vi£«ii84b'Îflb
λΓ
at""
Thursday
"r*yet
Meeting
?' ,,
baa been reaervoir, and pipe from thia to both
Meeting die last Friday before
Miss Isabel Shirley Is spending a week Mrs. Mann Mias Elinor Tuell
houses.
there.
Sunday of the month at ί 30 r. u. All in
few
a
daya
^
H.
Ν.
«pending
^ otherwise connected *re cordially Invited.
Bartlett,
m*
Mr. and Mra. B. A. Iriali spent SunMra. V. B. Bliingwood baa been to
True Stevens and daughter of DorLnlveraallat Church. Rev. C. Α. Κ nicker
with Lewla M. Irish at Rumford.
***°Γ·
Preaching every Sunday at chester have been spending a few days the beach for a week with her mother, day
Ϊ!ί*£βΓ·
The concert by Bolmea' Orchestra
10 «S a. M. Sunday School at 11:45.
Mra. K. P. McKenney.
in Bethel, Mr. Stevens' boyhood home.
was a
Mr. and Mra. Elroy Davis are having a given at the hall Tnesday evening
Dr. Pearl Copeland of Hyde Park is
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Kilborn, Jr.,
The orchestra
A. P. Copeland. vacation at Camp Evergreen, Locke's success in every way.
of Portland, are at the Hubbard House. the guest of his brother,
work waa good and the solos by*^ Miss
Mr. Chauncey Bryant has made exten- Milia.
Hon. Prentiss Cummings returned Fil
a reai- Woodbury and Mr. Lamb were finely
he
Mra.-Lucinda
formerly
residence
Lurvey,
the
pursive
repairs upon
day from a trip to Boston with bis auto- chased
week rendered and much appreciated.
of Mr. Ed Smith, and it will soon dent in thia vicinity, apent last
mobile.
Mr. C. C. Withington went to Detroit,
with Mra. D. P. Curtla.
for
be
arPortland
occupancy.
ready
of
Miss Olive Thompson
tbe
of her
A. W. Gilbert and family of Chicago Mich., last week In the interests of
the
is
Chandler
guest
week.
Evelyn
last
Elmburst
rived at
bave recently been gueat· at C. Howard brush company.
Mr. Charles L. Case returned Friday grandparents.
Mr. and Mra. A. T. Cole have been to
Mr. Ceylon Rowe, who has been ill at Lane'·.
from a business trip to New York, and
Mr·. Roae Wyman has gone to Trap the Rangeley Lakea for a short vacation.
will remain wilh his family here until his home, went to Dr. Cousins' Hospital
Irish celebrated bis
Mr. William
Corner to live.
in Portland last Tuesday.
after the Hamlin centennial.
eighty-sixth birthday at his home on
Wednesday, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Rowe
Miss Fannie Perham of Washington,
Pond.
Bryant's
Bigh Street thia week. Bis daughter,
the wedding
D. C., was the gueet of friends here were in Rangeley to attend
The crew waa discharged from the Mra. Marston of Auburn, and bei son
Miss Mellie Tim
Saturday. Miss Perham is at present of Mr. Rowe's cousin.
fore- Eirl, have been visiting him.
berlake, daughter of P. E. Timberlake. quarry Wednesday. Mr. Es'ea, the
with relatives in Norway.
will
The Misses Draper of Brooklyn, Ν. Υ
was man, will go to Portland, where he
Smith
James
Mr.
of
funeral
a
The
is
of
Dixfield
Harlow
Miss Gertrude
and Miss Boward of Sharon, Mass
held at hie late home Friday. He left have charge of a crew on repair·.
and
Atwood
Mrs.
her
of
sisters,
*uest
Amos'S. Bryant, who was burned out cousins of Mrs C. M. Irish, were there
an aged mother
>
Mrs. Brooks.
visit tbe first of the
The Uoiversalist society will give an las' week, is boarding with Lucius for a few days1ν
If the weather clerk is kind to us next
has sold bia atock to George week.
He
Tra«k.
Hall
in
Odeon
Tuesday
entertainment
for
Friday will be a history-making day
Miss Olive Johnson of Bowe's Corner
evening, and Wednesday afternoon will Coffin.
this already historic village.
The Ring brothera of Greenwood are will teach tbe grammar school here inA final meeting of the executive com- hold their annual fair and sale.
They stead of the teicher reported last week,
Mrs. Brickett resumed her classes in threshing grain in this section.
mitter, and the chairmen of other com-)
will
use gasoline power and «et up their and Mrs. G. W. Stewart of Bangor
mi'tees will be held at Cummings Hall music this week.
teaoh the Prince School.
Gould Academy will not open until machine in the farmers' fields.
The tablet
tin Tuesday evening at 7:30.
Prof. Osborne McConatby of Boston
be
The Deerings of Boston, who are tentlias arrived and the work of setting it in Sept. 21st, and the dormitory will
out on their lot at the head of the with his family is spending a two weeks1
the b>>ulder ia in progress. The tablet formally opened Sept. 16. Mr. Holden, ing
are making arrangements to build vacation here.
itself is of bronze, weighing a hundred the donor, will be present and appro- lake,
Several G. A. R. men from here aton their property
a large bungalow
pounds, and is a handsome piece of priate exercises will be held.
tended a veterans' meeting at West Paris
another season.
Schools in town will open Sept. Θ.
work. The unveiling will be done by
Rev. C. D. McKenzie, pastor of the Friday, and report a good time.
Miss Louise nam'in of Bangor and Miss
M re. Carrie Spaulding returned from
West Bethel.
Baptist church, passed the week at
Julia t arter of this village, descendants
an extended visit with relatives in Caridown It comee—the summer rain, Ocean Park.
"Softly,
eoftly,
of Hannibal Hamlin.
Pelting softly, buttercups and ripening grain.
I
The annual grove meeting of the Uni- bou, Boulton and Fort Fairfield.
Mrs. Walter Allard and children of Washing all the dust from wayelde flower and
versalist society will be held at DearMany Grangers from this vicinity atthe
!
to
came
Mass..
Monday
Cambridge,
look from duet born's Grove, Wednesday,
Aug. 25. tended the field day of tbe Turner Cenhome of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. llow freeh and delionalr they
clouds freed."
ter
Saturday.
will be an address at 11 A. m.

in the radius of one mile from the ancient seat
of ju-tlee on Parts Hill, than equaled In any
other locality of e<|ual population In the Cntted
States. The following Is the
BOLL OF HONOR.
FEDERAL.
V Ice- President— H an ut bal Ham It η.
Postmaster General—Horatio Klug.
Comptroller—Albion K. Parrts.
U S. Judge—Alblcn K. Parrls.
U. S. Senator-i—\lblon K. Parrts.
Hannibal Ham In.
12 Representatives to Corgress—
Levi Hubbard.
Enoch Lincoln.
Ttmothv J. Carter.
Vlrgli D. Parrts.
Hannibal Hamltn.
Rufus K. Goodenow.

i

j

as

Enoch Lincoln.
Hannibal llminlln.
Vlrjcll l> ParrK actinic.
SUlney Per ham.
s Judges—Albion K. Parrl», S. J. C.
Cbarle>« W. Walton, 8. J. C.
William Wirt Virgin, S. J. C.
Thomas H. Haskell, 8. J. C.
G. Cole, District.
Stephen Kmery, DUtrlct.
General
-Stephen Kmery.
Attorney
Η Pre*!'lent* of Senate—Vlnrll I). Parrl·».
William WH Virgin.
Warren H. Vinton.
(2 miles away.)
S Speaker·—Hannibal Haiullo.
Charles Autre»»
SMney Perham.
Secretary of State—Sidney Perham.
Executive L'ouecU—Thomas Crocker
Maior Geuera!—Lrvl Hubt>ar<l. State Militia.
Bri(t· General—William K. Kiribati,
Ke<leral Army.

Joseph

of

the

Leaf-Eaters.

With the browD-Uil moth aaimmiuent
menace to all our fruit trees as well an
other varieties, and the gypsy a horrible
nightmare which may yet burst its bonds
and march upon us destroying every
and
green thing, we have au actual
present enemy which is doing its best—
of
ttie
make
—to
wars'
garden
or its
western Maine a barren wilderness. This
is that fat, repulsive, incredibly voracious
will
green worm which the Democrat
not attempt to classify scientifically, for
fear of misspelling the name, but which
eats the leaves of any kind of hard wood
tree, without any apparent fu-siness as
to variety, but apparently with a special
fondness for the apple, the beech, the
birch and the maple.
This insect did more or less work of destruction in this sectiou last year, and
considerable
caused
apprehension.
When inquired of about it at an ad
dree* given by bim at Paris Grange Haft
last winter, Professor Hitching*, the
state entomologist, -aid that it was a
pest which was generally kept well subdued by its natural enemies. He anticipated that this would be the outcome of
the present outbreak, and thought we
should hear little of it another year.
Nevertheless it is with us in seemiogly

getting pretty dry.
Miss Cora Morgan commenced her fall

was

term of school Monday with the addition
of three more scholars than the other,
swelling the present number up to ten.
All went well until Wednesday morniug,
when on eutering the school house it
became plain that some one had been
there during the night, and on searching
round it was discovered (bat the teacher's Bible, the clock, ajackknife, pencil
and a quantity of matches were mtsKlng;
at the same time a handful of green pea«
about the floor. The
were scattered
school books had nut been disturbed,
nor
any injury done to the house.
Efforts have been made to ctpturethe
thief, but as yet without success.
The centennial celebration next week,
and may the day be propitious for the
occasion. Hut there is to be another on
the l">th of October, by far the most
unique and interesting that ever occurred in this or any other couutry. Mort
about it anon.
Sylvester Cole was here to-day and informs us that although the thunder
sbower was so light one week ago last
Sunday, the lightning killed a two bundre-l piund pig belonging to his son
Fred. He knew nothing of it until feeding time at night, when be found mark*
of lightuing on his body.

Mason.
Η. Morrill went to Lewiston Saturday on business.
Clarence Tyler went to Norway Saturday and bought some cattle for beef.
Mrs. Agnes Feruald has gone to Albany and North Waterford to visit her
sister and family and her husband's
folks.
Will Mason of Northampton, Mass,
is visitinic his «ister, Mrs. Douglas Cusbintr, and his mother, Mrs. W. H. Mason.
Ε Η. Morrill is cutting bobbn timber
and shipping to Auburn. His teams are
hauling spool stock from Mills Λ Rolfe's
mill to West Hethel and loading it on
the cars.
Ε

multiplied numbers, spreading
enlarged territory, and doing its work
In three weeks It
with fearful rapidity.
John
bas in many places utterly changed the Centre,

appearance of the face of the earth.
Driving along the highwa>s, one
comes upon patches of woods through
which he can look as in November, for
the leaves have all been eaten off, and
Great patches of
the trees are bare.
forest on Singepole, on Stearns Hill in
in Woodstock,
Ockett
Paris, on Molly
and in scores of other places, look from
a distance as if the tire had spread over
them. An apple tree beside the road
may have upon it three or four barrels
of half-grown fruit, and not a leaf, every
The
one being eaten clean to the stem
advance guard has reached the valley of
there
Shagg Pond, and while the damage
has not been serious this year, the owners of camp· in that green basin shiver
at the possibility of losing one of the
chief attractions of the place.
One orchard in Hebron, which was
getting past its prime, has been abandoned and no attempt made to stop the
depredations of the insect, because it
was deemed that the trees had already
succumbed, and would not again put out
leaves. It is a question how long even
the thrift y hard wood trees of the forest
will stand it if the slaughter continues

Id other years.
Nor is the green enemy the only one
which ia making a notable increase this
which
year. The little fuzzv caterpillar
leave· the frame of the leaf, but eats out
the pulp and spins a web over the
branch, has attacked almost every apple
tree over a wide extent of territory, and
has made a beginning on other kinds of

tree·, and

a

large, dark-colored, naked

with two horns is doing its
beet to rival its green cousin on the bard
wood tree·. Verily it seems as if we
were "up against" all the insect plagues
of Bgypt at one time.

caterpillar

when the rain

they'll get wet;

descends,

βpeak.

Ralph Bud 1, who has been stay
Pine Point Cottage, left Monday
for New York to meet her husband, who
was to arrive from Panama, Aug. 18.
The teachers elected for tbe fall term
of the Woodstock schools are ae follow·:
Perley H. Ford, principal of Bryant Pond

Lovell.

P. Stevens and wife of Newton
Mrs. Kebecca Nichols of Lynn,
Mass., and Mrs. Noone of Bridgton were
at Brown's camps for dinner Friday and
called on other friends in town.
The Lovell band gave a dance at Pine
Grove Hall Friday night.
Mrs. Lacy K. Walker and Miss Annie
Walker were at Portland and Augusta
the tirst of this week.
Dr. C. P. Hubbard and family are at
their summer house on lower bay, Upper K· zar.
Mrs. Louise Briggs is visiting friends
bere.
John Kendall and wife have visited her
brother in Canton.
Miss Jessie A. Chapman is at Rangeley for the week.

Locke's Mills.
Mrs. Abbie Trask went to Qorban^ N.
H
Tuesday to attend the funeral of
Walter Baas.
Mr. Ordell Bryant ia at the Eye and
Ear Infirmary in Portland, where be waa
upon fur appendicitis Friday,
operated
v
Aug 13. He is gaining slowly. He
was
visited Sunday by hi* father and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bryant.
Mrs. Jame* Crooker spent Sunday at
Mechanic Falls, the guest of her sister,
Mr·. A. W. Bryant.
The V. 1. S. Sewing Circle met last
Wednesday with Mrs. Frank Frost.
Phil Morton of Massachusetts is spending a few days bere.
Mrs. Liszie Tebbets of Auburn and
Mrs. Nora Libbey and Miss Tebbets
came from Auburn in tbeir auto last
week. Mrs. Tebbets will remain bere a
few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Rand and son of
Curtis Corner, and Mr. and Mrs. Carrol
Brewster of Auburn are at Ouy Coffin's
cottage for two weeks.
Mr. John Marshall, wife and daughter,
are to spend the next ten days at Camp
Bcho.
Mr. Amos Bryant is boarding at L. C.

While playing on Congress Street,
the libbytown District, Portland,
Wednesday, where a number >f children
have been killed the past 10 years, Mar- Trask'»
Miss Ruthie Stowell was the guest of
tin Lyden, aged 2, son of John Lydeo,
car and Mrs Mellen Cole in Portland last week.
was knocked over by an electric
received a fractured skull, death result-1 Mr. and Mrs. Frank Estes of East
Limiagtoo ware in town Sunday.
almost immediately.
in

Ing

y

over

Mrs.

ing

at

Crawford.

""•"6

remarkable.

over an

•

Lest

murmur

Λ

S Governors—

Legion*

murmur

when the sun Is hot,
And always frtt.
If on the earth no rain would fill,
Or If wo lacked the rays of So',
We mortals here would uert'h all,
That's what we'd get!"

Some

The apple crop will not be abundant.
A few farmers are still gathering hay.
There is a scarcity of early garden
High.
K'llth L. runhman, aanlntant.
vegetables owing to the July drouth.
Village—Emma Lelghton.
Many are hoping for fair weather
(j0re—Nellie L. TriM-.y.
next Friday, when all the roads will lead
Perkins—Ida M. FloM.
to Taris Ilili.
Chase— Bessie L. Co'e.
I'lnhook—Riva E. Abbott.
Arthur Whitten of West Somerville,
Union—Mra Delia Glle«.
Mass., has been visiting his brother,
Whitman—Mlna Greeley.
Prof. L G Whitten.
Killings—Ethel Phllbrlck
Edgar Inman of Bethel Hill visited Schools will commence Monday, Septemhis friend, Elbert Briggs, last Thursday ber
Otb, 1909.
and Friday.
Tbe examination for entrance to the
Two hundred and thirty-six days of
Bryant Pond High School will be given
1909 have glided rapidly away, and on
Thursday, August 20tb, at 10:30 A.
freezing weather is drawing near.
Examinations will be given npon
m.
A great change has come over the face tbe
following subjects; Arithmetic,
of Oxford County during the past week,
English Grammar, Geography, Hiatory,
Greenwood.
and while weeping skies have caused
Reading, Spelling.
At last we have bad the latter rain and silent brooks to murmur, farmers are Physiology,
the way corn has unrolled and brightenNorth Paris.
rejoicing.
ed up, and vegetation generally, except
Meetings are beiDg held in Union
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Elwell and family
the worm eaten trees, is really encourag- church on
Tuesday and Thursday even- are visiting at Oxford, Webster and
ing. Of course it is not kuowu how far ings, and a dancing school in Bell's Hall
the rain extended, but it is hoped as far on the same evenings gives people a Winthrop.
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Morrill of South
·* there was
any drouth. Aq teducts chance to take their choice of places to Woodstock visited at A. T. Hollis' Aug.
were fading, but probably there will be
attend.
15.
nothing like it again during the season.
Extensive repairs and many changes
D. H. Curtis is putting a piazza on the
Erastus Bryant has so far improved in are being made on the residence ol
front of his house.
health as to be able to get out in fair Thomas Vashaw, and the house will
Miss Helen Sawyer of Hebron is visitweather and do a few li^bt chores. For soon have the outward appearanco ol
at C. A. Churchill's.
a long while
everybody supposed his being all new, as well as wider and high ingMrs. Ina Page of Island Pond, Vt., is
days were about numbered, so that his er. John Rollins and son Charles arc visiting her mother, Mra. Joeephine
41.
present state of health is looked upon J .:
"""

Some time agi it was stated that
Adoniram Swan was somewhat insane,
and he has been getting worse so that
now it is difficult to keep him at borne
except by being locked up in his room
Saturday afternoon they found him
missing, and continued the search until
dark, and the next day resumed it with
about fifteen men, and at last found him
Elbrldge Gerry.
lying on his back, his head down hill in
Charles Andrews.
which position he had lain for nearly
Robert Goodenow.
Charles W. Walton.
twenty-four hours. In trying to get
Perh%m.
Sidney
over the fence his pants legs caught in
Reuel Wasbburn, elected but
counted out. lue uttiufu wire, udueiu^ iiiiu ιυ ιαιι îtuu
U. S. Collector—Sullivan S. Kawson, at Kaet· was uoable to η gain bis feet.
Tbey
port
carried him to the bouse, being too exhausted to walk, aud when asked where
William Κ. Kimball.
U. 8. Pension Ajjvnt—Geo. K. Kmery.
he was going his reply was that he had
U. S. Pension Examining Surjreon—
started out to fiud his calf. He denied
Troma,» II. Brown.
being uncomfortably cold during the
STATE.
night or that be was then hungry, but
Mblon K. I'arrls.

The

"Some

There
by
Grange
Lyman Merrill of Sonth Paris was a
Rev. C. G. Miller and at 2 P. M. Rev.
Washburn
George E. Leighton of Portsmouth will guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. W.

Miss Ida Littlehale is visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale.
parents,
Mrs. Odber Jones in
entertaining I M. D. Foss is on tbe sick list.
friends from Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale and Mr.
Mr. Ball Bartlett of Wattham, Mass. and Mra. America Andrews are at campI
is a guest of his unc'e, M. E. Bartlett.
meeting at Poland.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfleld Blake of Mai
Denmark.
here.
relatives
are
den, Mass.,
visiting
John Howe visfted friends at Soutt
Mr. Luther Trumbull was fined $5.00
Paris last week.
an<l cost β at Fryeburg, Tuesday, Aug.
J. W.-Bartlett is having his new house 10, for assault upon Foster T. Pingree.
painted. The body is a pretty shade ο i Mr. Frank J. Lapointe and wife from
red with white trimmings.
Hudson, Mass., are guests at the MapleMrs. Irving Kimball returned home ti wood.
Boston for a few weeks last Saturday
Denmark base ball team was badly
called there by the Illness of her em beaten at Bridgton last Saturday, 20 to 3
ployer, Mr. W. H. Partridge.
The ladles of the Congregational
East Bethel.

I

,.

a fair and apron sale in Odd
Fellows' Hall Wednesday evening, Aug.
Ice cream and cake was served.
lSth
Mr Frank J. Lapointe and wife, who
have been here for two weeks, left here
this morning, the 20th, in their auto for
their home In Hudson, Mass.
Mr. Levy and wife, who have a claughter at Mr. Cobb's cimp from Boston,
Mass., are guests at the Maplewood.
Mr. Frank Pingree of Detroit, Mich.,
is a guest at the Maplewood.
Mr. Henry Pingree of East Boston,
Mass, has been visiting with Mr. and
Mrs. F. C. Alexander the past week.

church held

Dickvale.
Mrs. H. B. Tracy and daughter have
returned to their home in Stoughton
Amasa Tucker of Whitman
Mass.
Mass.. was here and took them to Sum
ner by automobile.
R. A. Knight and family of Stoughton
Mass., are visiting relative* and friendi 1
in town.
The green worms are in town thougl
One dropped intt 1
not at Dickvale yet.
my wagon yesterday while on my trip
but I refused him a ride for I did no
like his company, and if he or any of iti 1
kind gets to my place they will have t<
crawl or come in a different form.
Maurice Tracy, who has been at hom< >
for a few days, has returned to Paris.
There is some meadow hay yet to bt 1
secured.
lienj Irish of Massachusetts is visiting !
relatives here.
Hebron.

Rrownfleld.

Wednesday Mrs. Carl Blake took her
little daughter to a ho«pital in Portland

to have her throat treated.
To-day,·Thursday, Miss Hattie Cressey
went to the Maine General Hospital to
be treated for appendicitis.
Mrs. Clough, who has been in the hospital a number of weeks, returned to her
home on High Street Saturday, much
improved in health.
Mr. Charles Fogg of Lowell, Mass., is
visiting friends in this village.
I Mrs. Frank Barton nee Faunie Fogg is
I visiting her mother, Mrs. John Fogg.
Everett Llnsc »tt Is at hie old home,
R. Linscott's.
The Thursday prayer meetings are
ρ >stponed for a while.
J. L. Frink is In very poor health.

I

\

Prof, and Mrs. Dw>er are away on s
short vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bearce have re
turned to Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Hardy and daughter Ethel ο
Haverhill, Mass., are visiting at C. Η

George's.

C. H. George was at Newport lasi
week to attend the reunion of hie regi
ment, the 10th Maine.
Littleton
Miss Bertha Stratton of
Mass., is here on a visit to her college
classmate. Miss Hazel Dunham
Mrs. Ralph Whitney returned to hei
homesin Worcester, Maes., Monday.
Harry Pinkham of Newton, Mass.
spent Saturday and Sunday with hii
family at E. S. Dunham's.
Mrs. Alton Damon of North Buckflelc I
is visiting her mother and sister in tbii II

Albany.

Sunday.

Charles J. Wbittemore is at home on
vacation from New York.
Mr. and Mrs. C F. Wbittemore of
Xew York City were guests of Frank A.
Wbittemore the past week and report a
fine time at Mt. Perico Farm.

a

Weat Sumner.
The refreshing rain has come at last.
Rev. and Mrs. G W. F. Hill will spend
next week here with parishioners.
The Baptist Sunday School will have a
picnic next week near Pleasant Pond.
Mrs. E. O. Hanson of Mechanic Falls
is the guest, of Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Jewett of Brunswick are here visiting friends. They
have decided to defer the building of
their bouse until spring.
James K. Simpson of Rumford is
boarding at Freeman Farrar'e
Miss Belle Gibbs of Turner is with her
cousin, Mrs. Barry Pulsifer.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Young of Bartford were in town Sunday.
Barry Farrar and Mrs. Everett Farrar
of Sonth Paris were here Tuesday visiting relatives.
Mrs. Timothy Lunt of Buckfield and
Miss Alice Farrar of Massachusetts were
the guests of Mrs. Herbert Beath last
week.
Mrs. Mark Merrow and sou of Auburn
were here on an auto trip Saturday,
leaving for home the next day.
who has been
Deaconess Walker,
spending tbe summer at Ryemoor Cottage, left fur Boston recently. From
there she expects to goto Cuba to spend
the winter.
Mrs. Eva Whitman of Rumford has
been spending a few days with Mrs. W.
Ε Blsbee.
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler of Turner
were tbe guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney
Chandler Sunday.
left Tuesday for
Beulah Ribbius
Minotto visit her former teacher, Miss
Belen Rowe.
Mr. Barrison Bonney, aged about 05
years, has the honor of being the oldest
citizen of this town and has received the

I

leister,

I

J

Kenney

1 teglment, which wai held here Friday,
rae à decided success in every way, and
t II thofce attending enjoyed the occasion.
waa held at the home
The

gathering

Dunham, and the
ground· were attractively
with bunting and flags, sevt ecorated
c rai large flags having been hung among

t

1 Comrade W. W.

t

be trees.

I onse and

About twenty veterans

were

from other
families and
I riends the number present In the foreIo the afternoon
men wan about 100.
ι ome forty or fifty more of the village
attendance.
In
| «opte were alio
In the forenoon the Veterans' Associat inn held a short busines* session and
< lected the following officers for the

including several
c ompanies, and with their
I iresent,

<

otning year:
President—Joseph

Λ. Noven.

Vice PreatdenU—Ira F.Murcb, Isaac P. Davie.
Secretary and Treasurer—Freeman L.Wyman
' t was voted to hold the reunion next
ear with Comrade J. A. Noyes at South
'arls.
Following this several group pictures
vere taken by a photographer from
icwiston.
A proceaaion waa formed bv two* to
narch to Centennial Hall for dinner,
vhlch waa led bv Comrades Bridgbam
md Warren of Uuckileld wilh life and
Irum.
The hall waa handaomely trimmed
villi the national colors and with Hags,
ind ample justice was done to the excel·
ent dinner.
The company then returned to Mr.
Dunham's home, where the following

)rogramme

waa

given:

Piano duet, Lads and Lassies,
Mrs C N. Neale ami Miss

1.

Neale.
Opening remark»,
President W. W. Dunham.
3. Singing, Marching Through Georgia.
♦. Address,
Capt. C. H. Prince, Rnckfltld.
5. Heading, The Vacant Chair,

2.

Miss Alice Wellcome.

-s

(Piano accompanist, Mrs. Neale.)
β. Song, Jesus' Little Ones,
Maude Tuell, Reynold Chase.
7. Remarks,
Kiv. L. W. Raymond and H. G. Rrown, Ksi|.

Mrs. Neale. I
y.
Roy In Rluc,
Alice Κ Harden. I
10. Remarks l>r Rev. Seth Renson, P. L.
Wyman, P. J. Rrown, J. A. Norea.
II
Song, A Little Suit of Blue,.. Arthur Flavin.
12. Three selections, Including the "Long
Roll" Army Call, on life and drum,
Wm. H. BrWgham, A. F. warren.
13. Singing Glor.·, Hallelujah.
Norwood Field.
U. Song,
15. Closing song, America.
8.

cane

given by the Boston

MARKED DOWN

Maine will worthily live η ρ to héritât·
nntto ff, through the Conservation
Commission to be appointed bj Gov* *
irnor Fernald, abe feada Id dcvialog
net hod» to prevent the pollution of her
itream»—and then preventa it. Whether
ia in Maine pollution la imparted chiefly
rr
>y anlphlte waate from pulp milla,
vbetber, aa elsewhere, it cornea from
of
[ΓβΜβ and dirt deposited by mlUa
ttber typea, it ahould be poaalble to
ihemlata to turn thia ««ate into by-prod· c ur
icta and make It profitably to be clean,
laya the Boston

This excellent programme
appreciated by those present.

was

much

County Fair.
The Oxford County Agricultural Society will hold ita aunual fair Sept. 14,
15 and 16. Special efforts have been
made by those in charge of the fair to
make this outshine all previous exhibitions, and the large number of entries already received, especially in the
trotting classes, warranta success.
The general programme is about

the
last year.
The programme for the firs· day will
consist of races in the afternoon, baby
show, baae ball, drawing horses and
oxen, and band concert.
Second day, exhibition of stock, committee examinations, showing of horses,
races, drawing oxen, steers and horses
and band concert.
Third day, drawing oxen and horses,
parade of stock, base hall, races, annual
meeting of society, band concert.
Entries in races close Sept. 7. All
other entries 'clobe Sept. 14. at noon.
The entry clerk will be at the fair
fair grounds after Sept. II, to take entries. Programme of the races:
*
FIRST DAY.
same

an

AFTBRNOO*.
3 year old cla«H, trot and pace. Purse
2:40 diss, Wot and pace. Purse #20o.
2:18 class, trot and pace. Purse #200.
AFTERNOON.
2-year-old class, trot and pace. Purse
2 -30 class, trot and pac». Purse 9200.
Purse #200.
2.-22 class, trot and pace
2 AO class, trot. Purse #150
DAY.
THIRD
FORENOON.

Grippe,

Gents'

Driving Horses.

Purse

#3Λ

AFTERNOON.

2 r25 claas, trot. Purse #200.
2:2ti class, trot and pace. Purse #2<io
Free-for-all, trot and pace Purse #250.
Μ

Orange Field Day.
Don't forget that all roads lead to the
fair grounds on Saturday, August 28,
when the Maine State Orange holds its
field day under the auspices of Oxford
County Pomona. The grounds will be
open and free to all whether Patrons or
uninitiated. The only badge needed is
the lunch basket. Resides the speaking
furnished by the State Orange will be
other attmptions. A ball game between
Pirie and Norway granges will be a
The
forenoon.
feature of the early
Mackietonquor Band will be present and
furnish music, while home talent will
supply readings and other features as
Reduced rates have
time will prrmit.
been secured on the Grand Tiunk from
Gilead and Mechanic Falls, good to
return th»· 20th. Should the weather be
unfavorable for out-door exercises the
management have secured the use of the
hall, with the use of an eating room for
S Ε. Jackson,
dinner.
Sec. Oxford Pomona.

'Were $8.60,

$3.98,

SHIRT WAISTS.

"crTm e~ôïmIDLENESS.

τπ ε
Idleness meana trouble for any one.
It's the same with a lazy liver. It causes
constipation, headache, jaundice, sallow
complexion, pimples and blotches, loss
nf appetite, nausea, but Dr. King's New
Life Pills Boon banish liver troubles and
build up your health. 26c. at the store
of F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

lace yoke of \.
JATISTE, LAWN and SILK, handsomely trimmed with deep
French an<l Val., clusters of tucks, with lace Insertion in sleeves, others wit!,
entire front of embroidery and tucks, cluster· of tuck· in back, yoke .lepth,

lace down

buck,

fancy shape,
Were

insertion in sleeves In

$1.98.

tw

con-

Were $1.49.

being

S1

now

COLORED CHECK LAWN WAISTS, silk finish, large assortment of c«»l«
tucks front anil back, pointed sleeves lace trimmed,

49

r-

*

i,

,<8c.

now

properly fitted and securing a
This is what
match.

perfect

I guarantee when you have

one

•

I

can

fitted

by

me

furnish "made to order" eye·

promptly.

S. RICHARDS,

Norway, Maine.

SOUTH PARIS.

BEFORE YOU START ON
YOUR VACATION

Φ$&7η£0ΐϋ%'

stop in and let

Auction Sale
The

undersigned

consisting of Chamber Sets, Carpets,
Beds and
Bedding, Tables, Chairs,
Crockery, Stoves, Cabinet Organ and

34-5

of

using

MARK DOWN SALE,

Okukred:
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
tereetcd by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Parts, on the
third Tuesday of Sept., A. D. 1H09, at V of the
clock In the forenoon, and be hcanlthereon If

published

cause.

Tlie balat

Peter B. To it η g, late of lllram, deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof presented I
by Mary K. Young, t e executrix therein named.

Clothing will

Ailelliert Delano, late of Canton, defeated;

to

in named.

Clark C. Iturk, late of Canton, deceased;
wl I ard pctltl-in for probate thereof presented I
by otls M. Richardson, the executor therein
named.

buy

quiet,

now.

be much

|
|

Samuel !V. Br· M, of Paris, ward; llnal ac
count ρ e en ted for «I owance liy .1 nines S
Wtlght, administrator of the estate of «ïeorge
W. l(lch:ins, formelly guardian of sa'd ward

well

as

as

t-

if.

do

to

it's economy for )ou
The

The assortment represents lots of patterns.
the faddish and

are now

$ 7.60

Men's

12 Suits

are now

10.00

Men's

15 Suits

are now

12.00

Men's

18 Suits

are now

14.00

Men's

20 Suits

are now

15.00

Two lots Men's

Outing Suits,
brown, $10 qualities are $7.50.

IVelaon P. ( uimiiliigx et al», of Parts,
wards; pctltlun for licence to s^ll and convey
It. K. ( iimmtngs,
real estate present d by
guardian.
ADDISON K. HERRICK, Judge of said Court
A true copy—attest :

more

one

gray, the other

H. B. FOSTER,

t.HKRT D. PARK, Register.

I

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

NORWAY,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

I

I

FRUIT JAR SALE
ι

LIGHTNING JARS—Half Gal.

$1.25 per doz.
1.00

"

Pints

.90

"

1-2 Pints

.85

"

Quarts

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanm and beautifies the hair,
l'nmiutes s luxuriant growth.
Never Falls to Restore Gray
nalr to Its Youthful Color.
Cuxta «-alp iliteawa k hair talluif.
jnr.aml ;l.ii)il Pruxf'»M

special prices
so

W

prices

reduced

at

higher next spring,

Men's $10 Suits

Edwtrd
Taralny, late of Cnnton, de·
ceased; s°cnn>1 account presented for allowance I
executor.
M.
Otis
Rlcharilson,
by

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and tc<d'>ment of
HUI.DAH R WHIT I'KMORK, late of Dlxlleld,
Id the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately
!jA forest c. whittemore
August 17th, 1!*W.

light weight suits

conservative cut is here

Peter M. Holden, lite of Pari», deceared;
second account presented for allowance by
Jumcs S. Wright, executor.

NOTICE.

our

swagger dlects.

Kmelliie II. Cumnilngs, late of Paris, deceased; flrst account piesented by Kugene P.
Smith, exccutor.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
K/ICIIEI. W. KNIGHT, late of I.oveil,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All porsonr
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately
August ITtli, 1*». CYRUS K. CHAPMAN.

of

ce

want tot!ose them all out and make very

will, codicil ιιη·< pvt tluo for probate thereof presented by Ellis Delano, the executor there-

Eunice M. Thome (ftiwell), late of
Paris, ili ceased ; llrst account présent·'·! forai
lowance bv Jams S. Wright, administrator
with the will annexed

Norway, Maine.

of

Λ OTIC Κ».

To all persons lntereited In cither of the estates I
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, helil at Rumford, In
ami for the County of Oxford, on the third I
Tuesday of λ ugust In the year of our Lord one
The followthousand nine hundred and nine.
ing matter navlng been presented for the action
It
is hereby
hereinafter
Indicated,
thereupon

\

advantages

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

other articles too numerous to mention.
JOSEPHINE A. BATES.

see

to you the

■

Auction on SATURDAY, SEPT. 4tb,
1!HX), at one o'clock P. Μ at her home
Gooda
in West Paris, her Household

they

explain

Available in every p.irt of the world, and cas' ed prompt
by Hotels, Banks, Railroads and Steamship Companies
inconpayment of all travellers' accounts. Avoid trouble,
No identification necessary in order to
venience and delav.
cash them, other than your own signature. Once used, and
describing
you will never be without them. A booklet fully
these Cheques will be sent on request.

will sell at Public

A. I). Paick, Auctioneer.

us

TRAVELERS' CHEQUES.

Of Household Goods.

ECONOMY JARS—Half Gal.

Quarts
Pints

$1.40 per doz.
1.10

"

1.00

"

*

First

Quality Warranted Jar Rubbers,

10 cts.

per dozen.

Jelly Tumblers 36

THE "GO BETWEEN"

eOUTH

»

s

Eaton, Crane & Pike.

A GOOD PLACE TO COOL OFF.
some

of the

good· always

on

hand

:

Orangeade, Root Beer, Ginger Ale, Sarsaparilla, Coca Cola, Sodas, all flavors.
|

Eaton,

South Paris, Maine.

,

ΜΔΙΤΜΒ

FARie.

We want to remind you of

shape,
bespeak

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

Bolster Co

"Cook's" Ice Cream Parlor.

by

good
buy

cts. per dozen.

"The Store That Saves You Money."

wrapping paper?

growers throughout the state are
Present condiaot at all encouraging.
tions would iodicate that there will be
Its high quality, pleaMng writing
in exceptionally small crop in all secsize
ions. In many places there will be no surface, ils correctness of
srop where last year the crop was fair. and tint—even its
boxing
h. strange oondition has presented itself
taste.
:his year and thus far the cause for it refineimnt and
kas not been determined. The apples
Next time you
writing paper
grow to about half size and without any
made
that
reason
so
far
as
has
been
deter*
by
buy
ipparent
nlned the apples drop to the ground and
ire lost.
Already the attention of peCrane & Pike.
nologists has been called to the matter
tnd they are making an effort to learn We
Come
carry an extensive line.
;he cause for the unusual oondition. No
see.
and
so
far
have
ipples raited in the state
>een offered for sale at the wholesale
narkete. All of those being sold at the
>resent time are apples from other states
ind are of fair quality, but there is no

Dayton

N.

former will be remembered as one of the written on
Forceful speakers who has before been
Good form demands good w riting
beard here.
The latter is one of the
most successful ministers of our sister
The beet wiiting paper is
paper.
itate of New Hampshire, holding a long
that made
pastorate at Portsmouth..

tbuodanoe of them.

$2.99, now $ 1.98

MERCERIZED LAWN WAISTS, deep yoke of Val. and French lace,

WEARERS OF
Artificial E\es should
sider the advantage of

Several Styles, "Were

lice trimmed collar and cuffs.

When the "sweetest story ever
told" is to be placed upon paper be
Meeting at Bryant's Pond.
The annual gathering of Universalists sure that the paper is in keeping
st Bryant's Pond will occur on Wednes- with the
Would you apprestory.
day, August 25tb, with sessions at eleven
In the forenoon and two in the afternoon. cia|e a bouquet of flower· delivered
Music will be in charge of G. W. Q Per- in a shoe box? Or a
barquet served
bam. The speakers are to be Rev. C. G
Or a love letter
Miller and Rev. George E. Lelghton; the in the kitchen?

ipple

$6

$3.98,

Grove

Portland Express:—Reports from the

$6.98,

$9.00,

l'KOBATK

$75.

To make room for new goods we are forced to mark down
Shirt Waists and Dress Skirts, thus giving you a great
pportunity to save money.

$7.60,

#100.

SECOND DIY.

c

Traoacript.

DRESS SKIRTS.

SHIRT WAISTS

'TWAS A GLORIOUS VICTORY.
atlfched bands at bottom,
OF CHIFFON PANAMA full flare with three
Tbere'a rejoicing In Fedora, Tenn. A S KIRT8
and
with
button·
loop·,
trimmed
in
inverted plait
front,
nan'a life baa been aaved, and now Dr.
Were $6.98, now $4.98
Sing's New Discovery is tbe talk of the
of
deadly
V.
own fnr coring C.
Pepper
13 gored full flare, bandeoroely trimmed
work
extra
not
Rood
quality,
"I
could
SKIRTS,
[
ΑΝΆΜΑ
uog hemorrhages.
in navy, brown, grey iQ(j
lor get about," be write*, "and tbe docwith aelf banda with button· in fancy «hupp, made
tor did me no good, but, after using Dr.
rare value.
now
Were
black,
King's New Discovery three weeks, 1
tire
Teel like a new man, aod can do good
IHIFFON PANAMA SKIRTS, fine quality, trimmed with silk buttons
trork again." For weak, aore or die·
of front, handsomely trimmed around bottom and aide· with or-.? u ,|e
length
Hemorjased lungs, Coughs and Colds,
and four narrow silk band·, flniabed with large ailk button·,
Asthma,
rhages, Hay Fever, La
unit
atande
now
98
ar any Bronchial affection
Trial
rivaled. Price 50c. and 91 00
trimmed
with
on* ·<,ide
II gored diagonally
VOILE
WORSTED
SKIRTS,
I
F.
»URE
and
Sold
bottle free.
guaranteed by
to harmonize
u.,y #
and two narrow bandit of ailk, finished with button·
A. Shurtleff A Co.
now
Were
few of these left,
98
loaded
a
shotgun
While draggiog
full Hare.
Don't f»i|
ashore from a boat on Ward's Pond,
tEPP SKIRT", made in tan, grey and blue, 15 gored, extra
North Limington, Wedne>d:»y, Roscoe
now $^.98
Were
to see these,
Harmon, aged"11, was killed when tbe
shot
with button*. :r,ni.
gun exploded, lodging a charge of
4ISSES' SKIRTS, fine Panama, blue and brown, panel front
in the boy's head. A man and another
now $2.98
Were
med around bottom with self bands,
boy were in tbe boat but were not fbj u red.

Piano solo
Song, The Little

Trains will leave Portland at 7:20 A.
and Berlin, Ν. H., at 7 A. M., arrivPoet.
ing at South Paris about 8:30 Trains
Mrs. Eunice E. Howard of Brooks- leave South Parie, going east and west,
vi 1 le, Mass., and Mrs. Abbie C. Torrey at 0 r. si.
These are all sppcials and
of Brockton, Mass., and' Mrs. Frod Bon- will run only Sept. 15 and 10.
oey of Sumner were the guests of Mrs.
N. C. Ford Thursday.
Togus Excursion.
Prof. Beecher Stetson of Wellington,
Will the Democrat state for the benehis
his
is
vacation
with
Vt.,
spending
fit of the veteran soldiers along the lino
brother, R. N. Stetson.
Falls to Mechanic Falls,
The S. Β R. Club was entertained by from Rumford
in an excursion to
Mrs. E. G. Small Thursday afternoon. who are interested
the Soldiers' National Home at Togus,
Author, Robert Burns. Refreshments that
the date will be fixed at the meeting
were served.
There was an average atof the veterans at Canton on Wednesday,
tendance, and after the exercises a
route will be via the M.
social hour was enjoyed. The reading Aug. 2*>. The
tbeuce by the now
club is invited to hold ita next meeting C. R. R. to Lewiston,
trolley line passing through Otrdiner,
at Ryemoor Cottage.
and
Augusta. The M. C. R
A. G. Farrar had a birthday party on Hallowell
the round trip to Lewthe evening of the 10th. It was η com- R will carry for
iston from Buckfield 85 cents, Sumner
plete surprise to Mr. Farrar. It was
Canton 31.10. From Lewiston a
gotten up by Mrs. Farrar and his Sister, $1.00,
car (open) can be hired
Miss Luella Farrar, the guests invited special trolley
that will well
and all arrangements made without his for about $30 for the trip,
accommodate seventy persons, so the
knowledge. Selections were played on
will not ho
the graphoplione and Miss Bolle Gibbs cost fora trip of that length
All old soldiers, their wives,
heavy.
re
at
the
Delicious
presided
organ.
or
daughters, joined by their
freshments were served. Mr. Farrar re- sons
to tl'l a car,
With friends as far as practicable
ceived a number of presents.
are invited to join this delightful trip
•ones and games the party made merry
and also
until a late hour when tho guests de- and see the beautiful scenery,
which our government
manner in
parted, wishing him many happy re- the
provides for its old disabled soldiers.
turns of the day.
It is a rare and impressive scene. About
one
hour can be spent at the s^ate house,
Norway Lake.
are seen,
Will Flood and family are visiting at where all the old battle Mags
and about two hours at Togus. Parties
David Flood's.
their own
Dr. Edna H. Stephens and Miss Janet attending should provide
There are fine groves near by
Stephens are in New Hampshire for a lunches
with good water, and coffee can be
short time.
oneThe Misses Cora and Ethel King of secured if desired. A delightful
the memory of which will be
Providence, R. I, are visiting Walter day trip, and
enduring.
pleasant
King and wife at W. S. Partridge's.
Anv party not on the line that would
Norway Lake school reunion occurred
to join this excursion can signify
like
Aug. 10tb and was enjoyed by many.
their wish by a postal directed to S.
John's Letter.
Robinson, East Sumner. An idea of the
desirable in
A day's outing on "Old Streaked" is number that would go is
nor
not to be
those order to secure the best accommodations.

gold headed

and Mrs. George E. Grover of
visited old friends and neighbors in Albany last week.
There will be a dance at the town
house Saturday evening, Aug. 28th.
Ice cream aod cake served at IntermUsioD·
place.
Mr. and Mrs J. F. GuptUl, Harry Mcdespised
ignored by
A. J. Turner ie spending the week i[ Nally and Ben lnman have started for
who enjoy the grand and the pic urAuburn and Lewiston. On Friday he >1 the round of the fairs with the
merryesque. All things appear as they were
will go to Togus to see the soldiers
go-round.
full sixty years ago before we bad changhome. On Saturday, the 21st, he wil
ed
from youth to age. And yet there
East Waterford.
go to Dayton ou a visit to his cousin
has been a change, a marked and a seriHerbert Hill, after that he will stop ii
Dr. Thompson of Portland operated
Portland and visit another cousin, Alberl ι on Mrs. Dana Berry Sunday for appen- ous change, in the fruit and forest trees
Mr. Turner intends being dicitis. It was a very crltioal case, the all along the way up the heights of land
Turner.
from the Del Jordan place. The deaway about three weeks and all hope he 1 disease being in an advanced stage and
have put in their work till it
will have a pleasant vacation.
Mrs. Berry in a low state from prolong- stroyers
Mrs. Fred Cuahman is at Camp Ellii ed III health. Hopes are now enter- looks as if the curse of God reets upon
the
erstwhile glories of the woods and
with her sister, Mrs. Warren Hanscom tained of her
reonvary. Her brother, orchards. We still
believe, whether it
Mr. Stuart, of Portland, Is here.
be false or true, that, had the birds been
Oxford.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil H. Johnson of
and wisely protected from the
Mrs. Thomas Carr and daughter, Misi North Fryeburg are visiting relatives properly
foundation of the world we would to-day
Una Carr, went to New York to attend I here.
have had "beauty for ashes." And the
Mrs. S. S. Hall and two children are at
the funeral of Mrs. Forman, a sister ol
of the innocents still goes on,
North Conway and Twin Mountain, N. slaughter
the late Thomas Carr,
and also the slaughter of the trees, and
Mrs. I. N. Keith is quite ill.
H., for two weeks.
the world is still big-headed. It is ea«y
Mrs. Gjo. Joue* in also quite ill.
Hei
Two doga belonging in thl« place
enough to make laws, but it doesn't
made trouble among Addison MUlett's
sis'er, Mrs. Geo. Walker, is with her.
We are a
amount to a halo in Halifax
Mra. Geo. Cash, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. sheep. One of the dogs was shot.
nation of law-breakers. The swiftest
have
Η
Ο.
wife
went
and
Miss
Hattie
Andrews
and
Rolfe,
Cash,
daughter,
and the surest penalty for a broken law
been spending a week at Poland Camp- to Four Ponds in bis auto.
is to catch a sucker from your own
and
S.
Mclntire
at
Mr.
Mr·.
C
are
ground.
brook in close time. "Great is Diana of
Mrs. Cornelia Jenkins of Mechanic Pine Lodge this week.
And great is he who
Palls is visiting at H. 0. Perkins'.
L. E. Mclntire has named his farm the Epheslans."
site in the high places of the earth and
Charles Bumpus has sold his place to "Green Fields."
owns it.
his brother, Clinton Bumpus.
We looked from the heights out over
East Greenwood.
Road Commissioner Rubs is making a
the twin hamlets of South Paris and
flue piece of state road across the OxDuring the shower Friday night the
and from that distance they apford plains.
lightning killed a hog belonging to Fred Norway,peaoeful and our eyes were
not
peared
Cole.
there are some things that
...
East Sumner.
Mrs. Ed Pike, who has been visiting taxed. O,
are not taxed, if you will believe me.
Lovell L. Irish, of Somerville, Mass., her mother at Nova Scotia, returned
"Curl's, isn't It?"
home Sunday.
is
of
as
critiSumner,
formerly
reported
Little grand-nephew Gilbert is spendEd Pike haa been visiting relatives in
cally ill and his death expected at any
ing a few days with us. Seems nice to
time. His son, Alfred Irish, has gone Harrison a few days.
about to make things
I va Ring of Portland has been visiting have the young
on to see him io response to a dispatch
bum. It keeps us from utter stagnation.
at her brotbers'a, Frank Ring's.
received.
are planning to take a trolley ride
We
Mrs. Albion Tubbs was in town SunAmasa Tuoker and family of Whitman,
to Freeport in the near future.
We
Mass., have been visiting at Hezekiab I day.
I Lucy Emmons la stopping with her have never been In that part of the
Stetson's.
goodly heritage and anticipate that It
Mra. Lendall Yatea.
Earl Muttart of Woolwich was in town
Nellie Tubbs of Weat Bnxton is in will be a pleasant trip. From Freeport
a few days last week.
to Pownal is a distance of five geographitown.
Summer visitors are departing.
Mr. and Mra. Walter Penley are rejoic- cal miles, and Dan will tote me over by
A party of East Sumner people are
That's on the programme,
ing In the birth of a baby boy born borsHpower.
stopping at Oquossuc.
and also a visit to Granite Grange and a
I August 18'h.
few
"readings."
ί
Flora Edgerly is at work for S. H.
North Stoneham.
The rain ia coming like—salvation.
the fruit dealer at Harriaon.
Jennie Lawrence is at work for Mrs. I. LDawes,
John.
Eva and Elmer Hayes have been vlsltA. Andrews for two weeks.
their alster, Mrs. Dime Whitman, of
ing
8EARED WITH A HOT IRON,
Maud McAllister and son, Carroll, of
West Paria.
North Waterford, visited her parents,
kettle—out
or scalded by overturned
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sawyer, Sunday. Carwith a knife—bruised by slammed door
West
Lovell.
roll stayed to help his grandfather who
—Injured by gun or in any other way—
is in very poor health.
Rosooe and Mandell LeBaron are at the thing needed at once is Bucklen's
Wallace McAllister from East Stone- Eaat Stoneham moving a building for Arnica Salve to subdue inflammation
ham is at work for Β. B. McKeen, put- Mr. Farrlngton.
and kill the pain. It's earth's supreme
Mra. G. H. Fox and mother and Net- healer, infallible for Boils, Ulcers, Fever
ting in a dam on Cold Brook.
Earl and Marlon Keniston of Lovell are tle Newell and mother of South Parle, Sores, Eczema and Piles. 25c. at F. ▲.
of Boston are at Fox's Shurtleff & Co.'·.
visiting their grandfather, Wm. Gam- with Mr.
mon, this week.
camp for a week.
It is certainly to be hoped that anMra. Lillian Coffin and two children of
Arthur Stone's daughter, Sybil, broke
her arm.
They took her to Boston Presque Isle are visiting her slater, Mra. other summer Preaident Taft will plan
to inolnde Maine in bis Itinerary.
Fred Stearns, and other relative·.
Saturday to have It aet and cared for.
Mr.

Norway

Veterans' Reunion.
Wkbt Paris, Aug. 20.
The annnal Veterans' Reunion of Co.
I 9th Maine Regiment, and Co. C, 8th
\

J

Ice

Cream,

served in several different ways.

Contrelionery,

a

fresh and up to date line.

We aUo make
%'ufe of AH Kind·, in the shell.
Goods.
(<ocoanut
and
Nuts
Salted

a

specialty

of

REMEMBER Our Cocoanut Cakes, 8c. per dozen.

L P. COOK, South Paris, Me.
Tslspbon· 87*11.

The Oxford

Guy Colbert
gmocrat I Grovetoo,
Ν. H.

SOUTflJPARJS.
D.

Keefe of Portland ia the

ijueat of her sister, Mrs. J. J. Erneley.
t'.mnty Commissioner W. H Eastman

0j t »at Sumner was in town on Tuesday.
Mr*. Flora Mason of Mechanic Fall·
ted Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mason laat
ν

Week.

Hilda and Marjorie Chandler of
visited in town a abort time last

V jsee
\

wee'*
\;

y
Λ

ru

and Mrs. George H. Cummings of
mie Falls visited at Wirt Stanley's
.lays last week.
\

γ

sj

and S. S. Maxim have recently
few (lays at the camp of Theow itchell on Shagg Pond.

»

t'r

t
ν·

Λ
in

Hathaway and family have rem Waterville, where a number
of their vacation

was

spent.

C. Swift has

returned to her
Minneapolis after a visit of
eks with relatives and friends
will be a dance at Academy
η
Hill, Friday eveoing, Aun.
:c by Swastika Orchestra, six
i rand march at S : 15.

}i,t

b"r

Ε. Walker has returned
icatioo spent with ber sister,
.<in, at Wells Beach, and is
iier position in the savings
V

harlotte Giles, stenographer
.M ison Manufacturing Co. at
: ν here,
was in the Portland
company for a few days last

Wc

e

>f
re

specitications required by

the last legislature for
shows.

rnov-

I.. H. IUughraty and C. A.
f Co I> left Wednesday for.
wi'h the other marksmen from
>mpiny to join the state ride
its

*

η»·

η

trip

to

CENTENNIAL.

NORWAY.

Camp Perry, Ohio,

takes part in the oatioual ritie
progress this week.

;ister of Probate Albert D. Park
i! .lames S. Wright were at Hum>>·. Tuesday to attend the August
f
f l'r ibate Court. Mr. Park rete:
1 t<>r two days and I'onducted an
ii
Mexico of goods in the store
ο at
a
<
ais father. Henry W. Park. Esq., who
li t.- {one out ··: business.
:i

"i

—

Capt. M osée P. St liée and Sergeant Certificates
Alton E. Whitehead left (or Ft. Clinton,

HILL^AUG.

Smiley,

I

riving

ol

in

jays

the green in front of the Hamlin Mansion.
The exercises will close and carriages leave Paris Hill in time to connect with
tbe afternoon trains at South Paris.
The occasion cannot fall to be one of very great Interest.

Hathaway attended the reunion give a concert

Thirteenth Maine Regiment at
Island last Tuesday, and was
first vice-president of the regiassociation.

Herman H. Wardwell of West Parie
bas been drawn as grand juror for the
coming year, and Frank Bennett and
J tmes Ε Kenney as traverse jurors foi
the October term of court.

that the rain saved the crop in this section of the county.
Charles R. Smith and wife of Portland
were in town Sunday with his sister,.
Edith M. Smith, and his brother and his
wife, J. 0. Smith of Presque Isle. Mr.
ind Mrs. J. 0. Smith drove over country
From their home and returned the first
)f the week by way of Portland with
Mr. and Mrs. C. R- Smith.
Dr. Wendall Rounds supplies for Dr.
H. Staples during bis vacation from
Dr. P. E. Drake's dental rooms.
The crew under Road Commissioner
Eugene D. Millett, at the ice house on
;he Lake road, will greatly improve the
way. They are doing a first-claee job.
Agnes Beal is with friends in Rockand for a few weeks' visit.
James N. Pavor is seen upon the
itreets since his return from the hospital
aet week.
son of
Mrs. Hugh Pendezter and
Itochester, N. T., after a very pleasant
Mrs.
and
Mr.
risit with her parents,
Frank W. Faunce, have gone to Weynouth, Mass.
Dr. W. A. Drake and family, having
mjoyed a month at theiit lake cottage
their
Weymouth,
jere, returned to
Mass., home.
Preston 0. Howard and Geo. L. Perry
with crew have extended the lead cable
>f the Maine Telephone Co. to the juncion of Winter, Beal and Tucker Streets,
The
ι distance of about one-half mile.
:able contains GO pairs of wires.
Mrs. E. L. Cowan of RumfordiFalls is
vith her mother, Mrs. Bial F. Bradbury,
or a visit.
Rev. I. B. Mower of Watervllle occu)ied the Baptist pulpit Sunday.
Mrs. Carl Leighton has returned from
i visit at her former home in Lowell,
klass., after an absence of several weeks.
Rev. J. E. Whitmore of the Baptist
ihurch has withdrawn his resignation
ind will continue as pastor of the Bapist church in this village. He ie now
tnjnying a two weeks' vacation.
Hon. W. H. Eastman of East Sumner,
he new county commissioner, was in
own the first of the week.
Many Norway citizens go to Empire
irove for a short outing during the sea-

on

Base Ball.

The score :
RADCLIFFE.

RADCUFFB

0;

Μ Κ< Ή

Λ

NIC

FAI.L8

2.

A B.

5
5

tlarrleon, p.β
Claion, 2 b
Raweon, 3 b
Lelth, ρ

R.

B.H. FO

110
1
2
3

A.

3
8

About 270 people
η
0
Norway, and
4
1
1
5
0
0
1
3
enough from this village to make the
5
0
0
3
3
cumber over 300, went to Mechanic Falls T.anen.c
0
3
1
2
2
Farni'm, c.f
on the special train Saturday afternoon
5
12
10
Young. r.f.
0
4
1
14
1
to witness the ball game between Rad- Uamnton, l b
0
5
0
2
2
clifle and Mechanic Falls, the result of LaFrance, l.f
which was very satisfactory to the sup11
18
43
«
27
Total»,
The
porters of the Norway team.
MECHANIC FALLS.
from

Chandler Swift, haviog got his hand
in at the business, acted as personal
conductor of a Grand Army excursion
from Norway to Togus on Saturday. A
party of about fifty went, and needless
to say, enjoyed the day greatly.
There will be a meeting of the Direct•re of the Citizens' Telephone Co. Wednesday, Sept. l*t, 1901), at 7:80 p. m at
the assessors' office. South Paris, called
for the purpose of connecting with the
Dxford line at East Oxford.
C. W. Bowkkr, Clerk and Treasurer.

Haskell of Newburyport, Mass
is
-Higher son, George W. Haskell,
home here. Although she is 7S
at
»f age, Mrs. Haskell's hair is only
vear
sligb ly frosted, and she retains her
She makes a visit
stre :th and vigor.
her
very year, and also goes to visit a
a
Virginia, traveling entirely alone.

Wanted.

Slit· Teacher·' Examination*.

A·
State

Thomas

T. F.
of the
Peak's
elected
mental

theatre is again suspended.
ise of life was short, owing to
\ery that the outtit did not cont

It-

■! HANNIBAL HAMLIN

tion of a very attractive piazza oo the
ample time for tbe exercises which begin at 12:30.
The deputy
east side of the house.
of
the
citizens
of
General
Joshua
L.
Chamberlain
Paris,
Major
By request
a
sheriff is his own architect and carpenter.
Poland Campground over Sunday.
has been invited to preside. There will be addresses by Governor Fernald, SenIrving Frost will serve from Norway
j Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Holmes were at ator Hale, Hon. John D. Long, and Hon. Charles S. Hamlin of Boston.
on the grand jury in October at the Su;
Old Orchard Sunday. From there Mrs
A poem for the occasion has been written and will be delivered by Rev. Henry preme Judicial Court at South Paris,
and Howard Moulton and Olin Upton
Holmes will go to New Britain, Ct., tc P. Forbes, D. D., Dean of the Theological School of St. Lawrence
University.
I
will serve as traverse jurors. All three
stay three months with her son and wife
The unveiling of the memorial will be done by Miss Louise Hamlin of Bangor,
are good men, surely.
Miss Margaret A. Baker has spent a and Miss Julia Carter of Paris Hill. Miss Hamlin is a
and
The farmers are made happy by the
great granddaughter
pirt of her fotir weeks' vacation at Miss Carter a
late rain. It was reported that much of
of Hannibal Hamlin.
great-grand-niece
Peak's Island, and is now at Old Orcorn planted for the factory
After tbe unveiling of the Memorial, the United States Military Band of the the sweet
chard, where she will remain for some
would have been ruined by a few more
time.
National Soldiers1 Home, conceded to be one the best bands in New England, will
of hot weather. It is claimed

ν

\i

I

finally arranged, candidate· foi
Teachers' and Superintendent
will be examined Friday
PARIS
12:30
O'CLOCK.
27,
Young: man to learn the
27, beginning at 8 o'clock a. m at
Kev. A. W. Pottle υί Buckfield was i
Camp Perry, Ohio, Wednesday morning Aug.
the following named placs:
town oo business Friday.
for he interstate rifle 'contest. They
Dry Goods Business.
Auburn (E. L. High School), Augusta
The unveiling of the Hannibal Hamlin Memorial at Parie Hill, will occur on will raturn
Saturday August 28, after a (Aldermen's Boom, City Ball), Bangor,
Mine Florence Richardson is visltic ^
I ten days' abeence.
August 27, 1900, tbe one hundredth anniversary of the birth of Mr. Hamlin.
Mu»t be strong, ambitious, honest,
relatives in Exeter, Ν. H.
Belfast, Biddeford, Bluehill,
The Pbilatbea Class of the Univers· Bath,
The Maine Central Railroad and the Grand Trunk will sell a round trip ticket
Deer Isle, neat in
Mrs. Emeut Millett has been vlsitin ^
alist Sunday School gave a lawn party on Calais, Canaan, Cberryfield,
appearance with no questionEwstport. Ellsworth, Foxoroft, Fort
to South Paris (and to the public generally as well as to the Commandery), for a the
Universalist church lawn Mnndar
Capt. Swan at East Poland.
habitai
able
CasNew
Apply by letter only
Fai»fMd,
Houlton, Milbridge,
fare and a third on August 26tb and the morning of the 27th, valid fur return on evening. Owing to the weather condiMr. and Mrs. Fred Barrows were ι
tle, l'on laud, Huckland, South Parii giving as reference at least two
it
Ice
tions
was
hall.
cream
held
in
the
ι
the
and
Cars
the
27th
28th.
leave
Portland
Qrand
Trnnk Railway at 8 00 A. u.
by
Poland campground the past week.
Sohoo'), Skowhegan, Van Buren.
and cake, home-made drinks and (High
' on the
27th for South Paris. Companions leaving Augusta, August 27th, will take
Teachers who have not sent in Pre- responsible parties.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gould Spofford c f 1
candies were served to all who came.
liminary Examination
may take
Hopedale, Mass., are with Mr. Spofford' s the electric car for Lewiston, which leaves Augusta at 6.50 a. m. The Grand The evening was not aa pleasant as the examination and reports
send in such reusual but. the attendance was very good
father, Ε. I. Sp >fford.
later.
of
j Trunk train for South Paris leaves Lewiston at 8.50. The Maine Central train aud
Conductors
examinations
ports
profits pleasing.
will be prepared to famish such with
H. W. Dennison bas sold the bouse ο , leaving Waterville at 5 50 a. if., August 27th, reaches Danville Junction at 7.42,
Norway, Maine.
The annual school district gathering at
Park Street in which be formerly live j connecting with the Graud Trunk train from Portland.
blanks.
necessary
Lake took place on Thursday,
Norway
to William E. Morse, who moved in 1
should
All
for
examination
appearing
Paris
will
In
At
at
be
South
tbe
Station
to
take
membèra
of
!
waitiog
cmiages
the Ιθιh inst.
The usual programme
few days since.
take with them at least twenty halfWANTED.
the Loyal Legion to Paris Hill. If it is a fair day a great number of people will was observed.
There were speeches,
sheets of writing paper 8x10 Inches in
a first-class good dinner and a
Mrs. F A. Taylor and Miss Pbylli s come and the local
letters,
committee
of
which
Mr.
A.
D.
Park
of
South
Lady
proof-reader. Steady work
transportation
a properly sharpened pencil, and
most pleasant social time. This yearly size,
Taylor are spending a week at 01< Paris is chairman, advise that farmers and others
Address giving exfor six or
at least a dozen pins to fasten papers to- if satisfactory.
conveyances
having
Orchard, the guests of Misses Georgi
meeting of old scholars and teacher· is gether.
more people, including hay-racks fitted up for the purpose, be on hand at the the affair of
and
and Laura Deane.
Lake.
reference,
Norway
perience
Payson Smith,
Mrs. Oscar I. Pitts, who has been away
South Paris station on arrival of tbe trains at 9:50 A. m. to take passengers to Paris
KENNEBEC JOURNAL,
State Superintendent of Public Schools.
Rev. J. E. Cochrane occupied the put
for
some time, returned to her Norway
pit at the Baptist church on Sunday II Hill.
home this week. Mr. Pitts sold out his
Augusta, Me.
The people of Maine cannot afford to 34-5
and will remain in town until after tb ;
Lunch will be served to members of the Loyal Legion and the U. S. Military blacksmith business to Arthur Miller
be niggardly in their fight against the
Hamlin centennial on Friday.,
on
at
Paris
Hall
their
arrival
Hill,
thk
gknkkal
public
Band
at
must
j
Academy
some
Since Mr. Pitts' brown tail moth. There is
months ago.
altogether
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Mrs Charles Newell
and daughte
I'KOVIDK THKMSKLVES WITH Λ BASKKT LUNCH.
change in business Mrs. Pitts has been too much at stake.
1
In the matter of
from
friends
with
relatives
and
Nettie and
Mrs. James Kenney ant '
Norway.
ALVIN C. SCRIBNER,
Tbe proprietors of Hotel Andrews at South Paris will serve a dinner at 11:00
i
(in Bankruptcy.
Sheriff W. A. Bicknell is great- WASHINGTON'S
Bankrupt. )
daughter. Mrs George Fox, are camping
Deputy
PLAGUE SPOTS
arrive
who
at
South
those
Paris
the
trains
an
on
9:50
o'clock, affording
opportun- ly improving his residence at the corner
out at Lake Kez.tr, in Lovell.
To the Hon. Clarence Halr, Judge of the Disof the
trict Court of the Unlte<l State· for the Dlatrlct
! ity to get dinner there and go to Paris Hill on the second trip of the carriages, ar- of Bridge and Water Streets by the addi- lie in the low, marshy bottoms
of malaria

Rev. and Mrs. T. N. Kewley and
large number of the other Methodists
the place were at the camp meeting

va

*

visiting relative*

Albert Kicker of Biddeford is a gue
a: Samuel Richard·'.

Mr·. Louise Bngga is io Portland on a
vi*u to relative·.
Mr<>. J

Is

weather conditions

were

all that could

S. M. King started Saturday morning
with sixteen head of his Kingleside Farm
•Jerseys for the round of the fairs. This
week he is at the Eastern Maine fair at error.
Leith was at his best and the Mechanic
liangor, and he will make the circuit of
nothhe other state fairs about as usual, tak- Falls batters could do absolutely
with his pitching until Kadcli£fe had
are ing in the fair at Rochester, Ν. II.. in the iug
<e Companies Nos. 1, 2 and
he
aud
eased
lead
gained a comfortable
-.1 for the last practice drill for the course of the trip.
up a little. But for errors by LaFrance
\
Monday. Aug. 2.'5d. at β:45 o'clock ι*.
The stores, offices, banks and other and Young in the ninth after two men
hose
com
at
h
Market
pa·
Square;
liarp,
places of business in South Paris will be were out he would have scored a shut
N'oe. 4 and
Tuesday. Aug. 24, Τι closed on Friday of this week, from out. Iiadcliffe iuade eleven hits to six
lock sharp. We have a new racing!
10:30 to 8:30, on account of the Hamlin by their opponents and even this does
This will be the real test for j
r jl cart.
centennial at Paris Hill. An agreement not show how much superior they were
C. W. Bowkbr,
»: >ed.
to close thus has been signed by every in this department of the game.
Of
Chief Engineer.
ime in the village conducting a place of course Adams suffered because of poor
exIr. John Stevens of Elm Hill has been business of any sort, with a single
support, but only four of the ten errors
>en'ed with the gold-headed cane ception.
made By his team tigured in the runs
•d by the Boston Post to the oldest
and his own error
If you have a team that will carry six scored by Kadcliffe,
was
91
Mr. Stevens
η of Paris.
was as inexcusable as any made during
ur more passengers you can lind employand
is
much
\. .r-<
old Jan.
li>09,
the contest.
ment for it next Friday at the South
,>ed with the beautiful caue and a
Kawson and Farnum were again in the
;
Paris staiioii on arrival of the 9:50 A. M.
of
his
tuau
well
and their presence
r
trkably
preserved
take passengers to Paris Hill, Kadcliffe line-up,
to
trains,
He expects to come to South Paris :
the team very materially.
if the weather is fair. If you want strengthens
ν
soon with the new gold-headed
are experienced players who confurther infoi mation consult A. D. Park, Both
use their heads for their own
chairman of the local
transportation tinually and
the benefit of the other
beuefit
verriKetl letters in South Pari» pout committee
The Mechanic
members of the team.
"fi <· Aug. 23:
Falls team was the same as in the last
Ohitimrv
M -lia «tlle*.
game of the series.
ν
MlMre! Lewie.
There was not an inning during the
May C. \ver.
I'earl KarioKtoo.
HOLM ES
KA.WBOX.
JOB
game but that at least one Norway batV
M.irtna Ruisell
ter reached first base in safety, and
W
lam Mrlntyre.
Job Holme* Rawson died Saturday
station
that
reached
Ι.··*1 Λ MarntuQ.
Clark's near South twenty-three
at J. H.
evening
ne Λ. t>ean.
the contest. Ten Mechanic
through
Mr.
of
at
the
73
I'arie
years
village,
age
Mr H. KleM.
Falls players got to first but only five of
ht ivtson was the son o/ Samuel FessenS. F. Davis, Postmaster.
them got beyond that sack.
len Kawson, and was barn in Paris, Sept.
With two men out in the first inning,
\ meeting of the South Paris Village JO, 1S&J.
Fora long time he was owuer
on
Bridgham's
'ration will be held the tiret of next •f the stage route from Paris Hill to Kawson reached first
but Tilton got him when he tried
*■·>'*. t> make a necessary correction
South Paris, and also conducted a livery error,
the
A
rime of the meeting when it wa* ,'nb e on Paris Hill.
In connection with to «teal. Leith passed Purrington,
first Mechanic Falls batter, but the next
>
! tu install a water system, it was
his other business, he also conducted a
struck
were easy outs. Adams
lerstandmg, which was not cor- »tore, selling medicines and fancy arti- three meu for
an opener iu the second,
out Leith
r'
that there was no debt on the : stes.
reached first on Wantke's
Lauen
and
then
ration. There is in fact a debt of I
From his experience gained in the
stole second aud went to third on
»'
>l,->"0, so that the $70,000 voted to I ;are of horses for many years, Mr. Raw- error,
then struck out Farbe aised is a few hundred dollars in I ion prepared a line of veteriuary reine- a pass ball. Adams
the three
si
ex
»f the debt limit named in the lies, for the treatment of horses and cat- uum and Young, making
In the last
an.
It is to make this matter conform tle, and placed thciu upon the market. strike-outs for the inning.
Leith hit Talcott,
t
law that the meeting will be call- For a number of years he did a large half of the inning
Lanen caught him off first by a fine
ed
business in the manufacture and sale of
was run down between the
considerable throw, and he
itsociatlon known as the Western these remedies, speeding
GamNew bases, being somewhat injured by
Maine,
Odd Fellows' Field Day Associa- time traveling through
over him in making the put
mon
Hampshire and Vermont. About twen- out. falling
is formed here on the 14th inst.
struck
out
and
Wescott
tlied
Til'.on
he sold out his stage route
bï
legates from eight lodges of the ty years ago aud with the
out.
exception of
This association is formed for uni stable,
tome time spent in farming, devoted his
Gammon made the I
bole in the third.
rpone of holding an annual field
to his medicine business, as long as
'·'■
the Odd Fellow and Hebekah lime
tiret bit of tbo game. LaFrance bit one
condition
tiis
permitted.
physical
It had been designed to have
to Adams, who threw the ball into center
For some years he had not been in
tl
-t lield day of the association this
to get Gammon at second,
and two or three years fluid trying
health,
robust
season
in
the
'uit as it is so late
La><■»
aud the runner went on to third.
suffered apiralytic shock, which
iiuce
deferred
will
be
it
r other reasons,
Kraoce went to second ou a short pass
eft him in a nearly helpless condition,
'""St year, when it will probab!v
and the bead of the batting urder
of 1908 he sold his home- hall,
b'·
m June.
The meeting will be lu the spring
came up with men on second and third
ou Paris Hill to his son, Hiram J.
Λith Mount Mica Lodge of this >tead
Harrison struck out.
one our.
iio
aud
Kawson, and with his wife went to live
•* ith
an easy tly which Barker
Norway Lodge assisting in
brother. Clason sent up
Kaweon's
Mrs.
H.
J.
with
Clark,
The officers of
re of the guests.
took out of Bridgham's hands, aud WesIlls tiual illness attacked him some three
the
v>ciation are:
cott made a nice catch on Rawson's tly.
weeks
ago.
ut—Lullier W*. Hollls. Mt. Mica Lodge
Mechanic Kails w*nt out in order.
Mr. Kawson married Mary E. Garland
·· aillent—C. V. Webl>er, Norway Lodge
Radclitle started the scoriug in the
*
jf Paris, aud they had six children, five
'ry—Carl Maxoo. Mt Mica Lo lite,
fourth. With two men out Farnum bit
-ι
.rer—L. I". Pike, Norway Lodge.
)f whom are now living: Mrs. Fannie
safely. Bridgbam made a bad error on
•he watch of silent midnight a good rufts of Port laud; Mrs. Nellie Giles of
and both men
wife of Young's easy grounder
fa'
·η
by stealth and might went Vrlington, Mass.; Anna P.,
Adams didn't like the looks
were safe.
Charles
of
Parie
Hill;
lie climbed James L. Chase
hunt
for some chickens.
of Gammon and passed him, tilling the
Λ !
ftawson of South Paris; and Hiram J
e climbed a fence, to a hen house
bases. LaFrance has made a reputation
oldest
The
Hill.
son,
Paris
of
chickens
[iawson
the
'.e thence and found
for himself as a timely hitter, and he
Samuel Η died a few years since, and a
:at ones in goodly number were on
made good this time. After missing two
ton of his, Samuel, survives.
t in silent slumber—thinking of
strikes, he connected oil the third try
After the death of his tiret wife some
Mr. Coon without a warning, on
and sent tho ball like a bullet through
>
»r!y Sunday morning, started iu to years since. Mr Kawson married Martha the pitcher's box out to center field,
six chickens of the very best were Clark), widow of S. I). Weeks, and she
scoring Farnum and Toung. Harrison
Ρ' κ d out from among the rest and >urvives him.
made the third out, striking out for the
car .ui preparations made for a great
third time. A tine double play by HargrOFKORU.
Α. Κ KITH
aurderous raid upon those chickrison, Clason aud Gammon ended the in^ hen
the early
morning sun
A particularly sad death, in view of ning for the home team.
own
a*
who
;e the slumbers of the one
liis prospects for a life of great usefulClasuix started the tifth with a double,
e chickens, it displayed a ghasth
ness. is that of Professor Albion Keith
Kawson sacrificed bim to third, and he
*·■indications of a tight of a coon spofford of the faculty of Bate· College, scored oo Barker's error on Lelth'e
It is needless which occurred early Monday morning
I the chickens.
ground ball. Leith took second on a
ο say that without further stay,
bit
kt the home of hie wife's parents, Mr.
pass ball. Lanen tiied out. Farnum
'on was hastened to repeat of hi«
*nd Mrs. J. B. Field, on Alpine Street, safely into left field and Leith attempted
®
Thus South Paris.
vds and time mis-spent.
Weston's throw
to score from second.
•i coon and chickens. Moral?
Albion Keith Spofford was born in beat him to the plate. With one man
28, 1881, the eon of Edwin I. out, Tilton made Mechanic Falls' first
A« has
already been announced. Paris, May
He attendbit. He went to secoud as Clason threw
Mica Lodge, I (> O. F., will ob- Mid Martha (Cole) Spofford.
the schools of Paris, graduating from out Wescott at first, and made third
*'
s anniversary this year by attendSchool in the class of 1899, when Lanen threw into center field tryHamlin centennial at Paris Hill Paris High
Bates College, and graduou Kri.iay in a body.
The Kebekahs then entered
ing to catch him off the base. Weston
institution in the class of struck out.
*
also j «in with them. It Is planned ated from that
had
be
work
school
f|· I ive the hall at 8:30 α. μ
In the sixth Young got a hit but was
form a 11)04. In all his
ihowed special and remarkable fitness in caught off first base by Adams. Wautke
pt --ssion and march to the Park Stree
from
his
after
and
graduation
also got a hit but was an easy out when
Bridge, where hay racks and other English,
at Dartmouth and
be tried to steal second. He got a good
tea n* will be in waiting to take the Bates he speot a year
at Harvard, specially fitting lead but Lanen's throw was perfect.
m·· »'jers to Paris Hill.
At the edge of another year
for teaching in the English de• ap* dill
Harrison started the seventh with a
village the procession will be himself
and receiving hie degree from double, and Clason and Rawson scored
•gain formed and march to the orchard partment,
in 190ϋ. In that same year he bim with two clean singles. Leith hit to
II
Heald, which he has tendered Harvard
** l
given n position μ instructor on Wantke, who threw Clason out at the
ead.|uarters for the day. Member» wftn
and last year
t er Odd Fellow lodges will be cor- the Bites College faculty,
plate. Talcott made a bad throw to first
of English and on Lanen's
dially welcomed at that place at anv was made full professor
grounder, and Rawson scorFarnum struck out.
Purrington
ed.
t'nie during the day.
A basket picnic argumentation.
sumthe
of
present
Io the early part
dinner will he eaten there, tbe lodge
dropped Young's hard fiy, Leith scoring.
a
consulted
In the last
Professor
out
Gammon.
mer
Spofford
Adams threw
'uroishing coffee. Tbe regular regalia
who told him that half
*'·· be worn in tbe procession, and specialist in Boston,
Bridgbam tiied out. Adams got a
had cancer of the liver, and might bit.
Morse took Talcott'· place and
CaP* and badges will be worn by the he
live a few months, or a few weeks. Soon struck out. Tilton hit for a base. Wesmembers throng bout tbe day.
to
came
alter that he and Mrs. Spofford
oott struck out.
'
r'. Wheeler and family returned the home of Mrs. Spofford's parents,
Radcliffe got two men on the bases in
last
Pond
their
at
remained.
since
Shagg
where they have
camp
jroni
both the eighth and ninth, but did not
Mist
married
and Mr. Wheeler has gone
Mr.
In llHXi
Spofford
score. Mechanic Falls went out in order
"k io his work as superintendent o' Lucinda Field, who survives him, with
in the eighth. In the uinth Wantke was
"L'honU in îverect, Mass. Mr·. Wheeler one child.
Lanen had hie
thrown out by Clason.
*od the daughters will remain 'or a
Pro/eseor Spofford was a membor ol finger split while Bridgbam was baiting,
week or two before returning to Kventti. the South Parie Baptist church, and was
but resumed catching after it was done
The Wheeler camp at Shagg Pond was a man of high character. His seeming
to
up J>y a doctor. Bridgbam flied out
of
by lightning during the shower
ly untimely death causes sorrow to manj Farnum. LaFrance dropped Adams' fly
which
l3y HTening, the 13tb. A bolt
friends and to the community at large.
after a short run. and Morse got a lucky
en*t have been very heavy struck a pine
The funeral will be held on Wednes bit into right field. Adams kept on for
W the crest of the ridge above the camp,
churct
the
at
Baptist
day at 1 o'clock,
third, and Young foolishly tried to catch
*"d from the foot of tbe tree broke into io Norway, as the South Paris church ii 1
him, tb« ball went over Rawson's head
»ev*ial branches, the course of which in undergoing a remodeling.
Tilton made bis
and Adams scored.
different directions oould be traced by
third hit of the game and Morse scored.
® 'urrows
plowed in the ground, rocks
Wescott sent a fly to LaFrance, but he
Examination for High School.
•plit and other force exerted. One of
at 9 o'clock a : wasn't dropping any more and the game
2d,
Sept.
On
Thursday,
"'ese branches on its way to tbe water
school building, there will b« ended.
panned through the camp from one cor- the high
The work of the Radclifie infield was
for entrance to th< f
examinations
oer
giveu
corner,
nine chances
diagonally to the opposite
to all those not hold first class. Clason accepted
*od thence to the pond. It did some , Paris High School
without an error, two of thejn
from the grammar school· ι at second
number
ing
diplomas
a
broke
to
damage the building,
Harrison aUo turned in one
of Paris or certificates ο [ hard, and
u"giansj4rs in tbe kitchen, and tipped of the town
fine play. Tilton got half of Mechanic
room and admission.
o*er chairs in both sitting
each one of the three being
Examinations will be given upon tb< > F«tils' hits,
kitchen. Fortunately tbe family, six in !
clean line drive·.
good
Englisl
Arithmetic,
number at that time, were spending the following subjects:
Davie' work aa umpire was the poorest
History, Phyi
evening at a camp on tb· other side of Grammar, Geography,
he has done in the eerie*, especially on
Reading,
Spelling.
Qe pood, and though they knew that iolopy,
ball· and strikes, and oslied forth many
Edna M
By mistake the nam· of Mis·
'He shower was entirely ;oo severe for
from both pitcher·.
protest·
of tbe Paris BUI School
teacher
Luce,
tbey did not know their camp was omitted from the list of teacher ι
The two team· play at the fair ground·
an
been struck nntil their return
next Saturday.
for tiie Paris Schools.
aour later.

j

|

£«"«■■'•IT*

yni'.k

■

{••β

r

Radc'lffe,
McFalle

β

2

27
Score
1 2

by Innings.
3

8

£.
B.H. P.O. A.
0
0
2
1
0
2
1
1
0
0
1
2
4
1
1115
0
0
0
0
1
11
110
1
0
0
3
10
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
8

S
4
3
4
1
2
4
4
3
3

Totale

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

Κ.
0
0

Α Β

be asked for and the playing of the Rad- Purrlngton, c.f
cliffe team except for a short time in the Wantke, 3-b., β.β
ninth inning was clean cut and snappy, Kriilffham, 2-b
Adaine, ρ
in fact they gave one of the best ex- Tulcott, β.β
hibitions they have given this season. Moree, 3-b
The work of the Mechanic Falls team was Tllton, c rf
Wcecott,
far below its usual standard, just two Weeton, l.f
men going through the game without an Barker, l b

K.
0

4

0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0

5

8

1 0
0 0

27

11

10

7 8 «-Total.
3 0 0-8
0 0 2—2

Earned run, Radcllffc 1. Two-baee-blte, OlaStolen
non, Harrison. Sacrifice hit. Rawson.
base, I.anen. First bane on balle, off Lelth 2;
off Allante 1. Struck out, bv Lelth 7; by Adam*
8.
Left on bases, Kadcllffe 11; McFalle 5.
Double play, Harrieon to Claeon to UAmmon.
Klret baee on errors, Radc'lffe 7: McFalle 1. Hit
bv pitched ball, by Lelth (Talcott). Umpires,
I lark and Davie. Scorer, Thayer.
MAItKIED MEN

11;

SINGLE MEN

10.

After the shower Friday afternoon
the married men and tringle men of the
village gathered their forced at the high
school grounds to play a much talked of
ball game. It was sort of a social affair
as well as a ball game and there is little
doubt but that each side could have
picked a much stronger team if the
ability to play ball had been the only

thing considered.

Stan Wheeler acted an captain and
manager of the single men, while Bill
Motley was the leader of the husbands ιιπ.
uey icjjuii it a mum uongunui
Capt. Wheeler's team was made up of
the following players: Catcher, Mort >lace.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hull of Whitman,
Bolster; pitcher, Stan Wheeler; first
are the guests of Mr. aod Mre. H.
base, Ernest Record; second base, Dr. Mass.,
]. Bangs.
third
base,
Hebbard;
Clyde
Rounds;
Mrs. V. W. Hills returned from a visit
short stop, Harold Fletcher; left Held,
the tiret of the
Sam Davis; center field, Louis Keen; η Union and Waldoboro
veek.
right field, Ed Jones.
H. 0. Holden is enlarging his Water
Capt. Motley had an aggregation of
is located
much ability, and after playing a while Street store. Tbe building
and is a
in odo position bis men would conceive j learly opposite the corn shop,
times."
the idea that they could do better in j 1 tusy place during "corn shop
Mrs. George Devine has returned from
another place, and then would come an
hospital and is rapidly reexchange of positions. The following < he Portland
;aining her health.
men appeared on this team during the
Arthur Littletield has moved hie family
contest. Catcher, Eddie Shaw; pitcher,
Hal Briggs; first base, Walter Gray; sec- ο Alton, Ν. H., where he has charge of
stitching room in the shoe factory.
ond base, Pert Hathaway; left field,
Mr. and Mrs. Honj York of DamarisPrank Dunham; right field, Herb Fletchotta Mills are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A.
er and Dr. Stewart; Howard Shaw played short stop, third base and first base; ; \ Bassett.
Walter E. Everett has purchased a
Will Brooks, third base and short stop;
on
Walter Pike, short stop and center field; muse lot of Charles E. Dearborn
Vater Street near the corn factory.
Bill Motley, center field and short stop.
J.
A.
and
Dr. and Mrs. H. L Bartlett
The game lasted five innings, Capt.
Poland Spring
Wheeler winning the toss and deciding itearns and wife were at
t<> bat first. Rounds, Hebbard and Bol- iunday.
C. L. Hathaway and wife and Geo.
ster scored in the first half of the first!
1 lath aw ay and wife are at Twin Island
inning, Rounds got to tiret on a pass,
Hebbard on a strike out and E. Shaw's! I or ten days.
Mrs. D. M. French and son are in Porthit. E. Shaw's |
a
error, Bolster on
tiimwino tin the bases was verv noor and I and where they have been visiting for
time.
helped the bane ruuners along greatly, ome J. W. Nash, "Nash of Mainp,'1
Capt.
There wan no more scoring until the last
with a carhalf of tlie second. Hathaway and How- 1 eft for Toronto Wednesday
the Canadian fair at
urd Shaw then scored for the mar.-ied I oad of exhibits for
foronto Aug. 28 Sept. :J0.
men, two errors, a base on balls and a
Mr*.
Dora Tower has resigned as
hit doing the work.
Aid of the BapIn the third the single men made their ] «resident of the Ladies'
will soon move to
total seven, Wheeler, Bolster, Davie, and 1 ist church. She
Record scoring, on three hits, two errors 1 'ortland.
The old Concord coach, driven by the
and a fielder's choice, ΐ. Shaw scored
1
has attracted
for tbe married men in the same inning Vaterford stage driver,
attention of late. Tbe passengers
on his hit, a bane on balls and Gray's hit. ι nuch
coach as it is
In tbe fourth, Wheeler, Davis and > ippear to like tbe old
inside and out.
Bolster scored again for the single 1 oaded with passengers
1 ilcAllister and his four horses are doing
men, two hits and three errors made
these runs possible and gave them a lead J good business surely.
George W. Earle, tbe new principal of
of ten scores to three. This ecnre reis a Normained until tbe last half of the fifth t he Hyde Park High School,
He was born on a farm now
inning, which was to finish the game. ( way boy.
Fred Grover and attended
With their large lead it was evident iccupied by
in town for years.
that the single men were willing for t chool
their married opponents to score a few
Rev. Mr. McWhorter in Ireland.
runs, but after they got the scoring
Ireland, Aug. 13, 1000.
habit, pitcher Wheeler found himself
unable to stop them, and they put eight Editor Democrat:
bases
men over the plate on six hits, two
In fultilment of my promise I write
on balls, an error and a fielder's choice,
We bad a very fine trip. One day
ou.
when
bases
the
on
left
and also had men
1 eemed to exceed the other in
beauty,
scored
Brooks,
was
run
the winning
by
No words
1 >nd tbe evenings were great.
who scored two runs in the inning, get·
Tou have
an describe a sunset at sea.
tint; a single and a double.
it to appreciate.
for tbe ο see
hard
worked
pitching
Briggs
I watched
a week in London.
I
married men, he struck out six, gave he spent on tbe streets
crowds
particularly,
nits.
nine
allowed
and
one
pass
only
' iy observation is this, that the London
His support was very poor a great part
1 nasses have not as happy a look on
of the time. Wheeler also struck out
heir faces as tbe crowds in tbe United
nix, passed six, and allowed ten hits. 1 itates. This was confirmed by another
His support was fairly good.
There is too
American whom I met.
"Todd" Lowell, Irving Barrows and nuch class distinction. The mass of
But
Eugene Lowell went to South Waterford ; teople do not feel independent.
Saturday afternoon with a team com- dindon is a wonderful city. How shall
posed of Norway high school players, | t be described? Only «ne word, imand were defeated in a good game by a , mensity!
Lowell and Barrows
I find Ireland very much improved in
score of 2 to 1.
were tbe battery, and the Waterford ( ivery way. I am astonished at bow little
team only made two bits off Lowell, but | nterest is shown in the Home Rule
Tbe
the grounds were very poor and caused , [uestion, at least in this section.
tbe Norway boys to play a loose fielding | act that every laboring man and woman
to < vho reaches the age of seventy may draw
game and tbe errors gave tbe game
week
, government pension of $1.25 a
Waterford.
ias done much to bring about peace in
Meet.
Fair Trustees
he country.
I And a vast improvement in religion
The trustees of the Oxford County
Prot, is far as bigotry is concerned.
Agricultural Society held their last
the
at
, istants and Catholics are not fighting as
meeting previous to the fair,
aris a
final
make
This
to
hey were twenty years ago.
grounds on Saturday,
rangements for the fair. In addition to | treat improvement.
This is tbe best year for farmers in a
routine business, some more improvements to tbe grounds were voted.
Surely tbe gardens look
many.
ne.
Electric lights will be installed in the
Now Mr. Editor, I have said enough.
buildings, and two arc lights placed on
grounds, probably in tbe region of tbe Liowell is right, "Mankind is one in
No man who travels, even on a
( ipirit."
"Midway."
A new office (or tbe oattle department, , imall scale, can ever be narrow minded
near
a
at
point
15 χ 15 feet, will be bailt
igain.
A. T. McWhobtkb.
the cattle sheds. Here the business of
conducted
be
will
the cattle department
as far as possible, thus reliving the conSuicide of J. J. Fuller.
gestion at tbe secretary's office.
» J. J.
Fuller, an old and well known
A large, handsome silver cap has been
cut bis throat
P. True Co. of jitizen of East Hebron,
Dr.
J.
the
by
presented
nlgbt of last week, and died
Auburn as a special prize for the baby Monday
from the effeots of tbe wound on Wedshow, tbe class being left to tbe officers. nesday. Mr. Fuller was born in Hebron
The trustees voted to place it with the
In April, 1825. He was in business a· a
committee to be awarded to the prettiest
merchant for more than forty years, and
a prize'in the soawarded
is
which
baby
He
was postmaster for twelve years.
ciety's awards. The cup is now on ex- bad been in poor health for a number of
hibition at tbe store of Sbortleff Λ Co.
years, somewhat affected mentally, and
at South Paris.
had made one previous attempt to kill
himself. Mr. Fuller was twice married,
Card of Thanks.
bis second wife dying last spring. He
We take this way of thanking our
leaves four sons and five daughters.
neighbors for their assistance to us on
We also
tbe night of tbe fire, Aug. 13.
Mrs. Minnie Oilman of Portland and
appreciate the kind words of sympathy
two grandchildren are making a three
expressed by so many friends.
weeks* visit with friends in Otlafleld.
Chas. S. Dudley and Family.

j

Potomac, the breeding ground
These germs cause chills, fever
and ague, biliousness, jaundice, lassitude, weakness and general debility and
bring suffering or death to thousands
yearly. But Electric Bitters never fail
and cure malaria
to destroy' them
troubles. "They are the best all-round
tonic and cure for malaria I ever used."
writes R. M. James, of Louellen, S. C.
They cure Stomach, Liver, Kidney and
Blood Troubles and will prevent Typhoid. Try them, 50c. Guaranteed by
F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

a eon.

In Norway, Auk 16, to tbo wife of L. F. Pike,
daught -r.
At the Pretlriloof San Francisco, Cal., Aug.
8, to Lieut, ami Mr·- Ο. E. Turner (Edith
Brown), a eon, George Engelmann Turner, Jr.

In South Paris, Aug. IK, by Rev.Thoe. N. Kewlev, Mr. Irving B. Cutting of South Parla and
Mine Clara N. Lennard of Parla.
In Hartford, Aug. 18, bv Rev. 8. C. Eaton, Mr.
Clarence S. Alley of Hartford and Mlee Bernlce
M. Stubbe of Canton. At borne after Sept. r>th.
Rev. Lyman
In East Otlmleld, Aug. II,
Rolling, Mr. Urandvllle Eugene Rurna nf Oxford
and Miss Olive May Martin of Otlitleld.
In Norway, Aug. IS, by Rev J. E. Whltmore,
Mr. Robert E. Pratt and Mlee Etta M. Goodwin,
both of Norway.

by

WE ARE CERTAIN YOU WILL MAKE
A'BIG MISTAKE IF YOU DO NOT
LOOK US UP.

THINK IT OVER.

F. H. NOYES CO.
CLOSING OUT SALE

A COMPLETE LINE OF

LADIES* and CHILDEEN'S

New Greenhouse,

stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of tbe said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the -21st day of Aug.,
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
Tue.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Porter St., South Paris.

Come and see my Asters
whether you wish to buy or

COXMISPIONEItS· NOTICE.
The undersigned having been appointed by
the Honorable Judge of Probate for tne County
of Oxford on the third Tuesday of July, A. I).

not.

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats in
the nicest

MARKET

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SQUARE,

FOR YOUR HORSE
IS WHAT YOU NEED.

I

am

selling

a

good cord net for 75
65 cents to $2 00,

assortment from

each year in

fly

nets as more

people

and

have

I

cents.

my sales

find it pays to

large

a

increase

use

them.

JAMES N. FAVOR, &s°sfstthoerIucker

feased, represented Insolvent, hereby give notice that six months from the date of said apIn which
pointment are allowed to said creditors
to present ami prove their claims, and that they
NOTICE.
will be In session at the following places and
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he times for the purpose of recelvlngthe same, viz. :
has been duly appointed executor of the last At the office of James S. Wright, In South Paris,
will and teatamcnt of
on Tuesdav, the fourteenth (14) day of SeptemWILLIAM C. ROWE, late of Bruwnlleld,
ber and on Tuesday, the twenty -eighth (23) day
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All perfcons of December, lfJ9.
having demands against tfce estate of said deDated this sixteenth day of August, A. D.
ceased are desired to present the same for settle- KM.
JAMES 8. WRIfiHTJ,,nl„mU„.„nn„
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
Commissioners.
make navment Immediately.
WALTER L. GRAY, j
JAY L. FKINK.
34 38
August 17th, 1909

W. L.

Douglas

The manufacturers of these shoes employ

specially

To the Farmers

who

systems of manufacturing·.
It is this unremitting: attention to every detail which has made the reputation of the W. L.
DOUGLAS SHOES world wide. We are firmly

County.

of Oxford
get it

why

not

open

Company

Paris Trust

It will not cost you

You

wear

anything
deposit

can

to
as

open

Kangaroo Kid, Blucher, Goodyear Welts,. .$4
Patent Coir, Blucher, Goodyear Welts,....$3

by

Box Calf, Velour and Gun Metal, Good-

an

on

Sole

patronage.

PARIS TRUST CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

*

Women'», Misses' and Children's
We have a large stock of colored

Boys', Youths',

Tan and Wine Oxfords.

Oxfords and

to close them out at once we

count of 20 per cent, from the

applies only

to colored

This makes the

will allow

regular prices.

a

dis-

This discount

Oxfords, Tan, Russet and Wine.

$5.00 grade

cost

J.

member you can save 20 per cent, on all kinds of colored
Oxfords for the whole family. Come early for our assort-

prices.
quickly.

ment will soon be broken at these

stock

now

but they will go

We have

a

large

I

jl Market

CASTORIA

ForlnfintsirriOtildrtn.

11· KM Ym Hm Ahri|S Boafht
\

//ff?

Furnisher,

Telephone 106*3.

j|

FALL SUITS,

Thè Latest Creations
$12.50 to $25.00.

Spring Suits

One-half Price

Goods, Muslins, J_awns, Etc. at Closing Prices.

Summer

Ε. M. SWEn SHOE GO., S.
Telephone 1112-8.

Shoes for Wo-

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Yours

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

"

F. PLUMMER,

$4.00. $4.00 grade $3.30.

$3.50 grade $3.So. $3 00 grade $2 40. $2.50 grade $2.00.
$2.00 grade $1.60. $1.50 grade $1.20 and Misses' and
Re$1.00 kind Soc.
Children's $1.35 kind now $1 00.

00.

men.

20 per cent. Discount HEW
On Men's,

50.

agents in this locality for the

"QUEEN QUALITY

your checks.

We invite your

$2

Box Calf and Velour,

as

00.

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50.

year Welts,

little and

The checks returned
you wish.
to you make a good receipt and if you have an
account here you always know where you can
get plenty of cash and get it without charge
much

as

longer, look better, and give the best all

round satisfaction of any shoes made.

and pay what few bills you have to pay
check?
account with us.

SHOES

convinced that the W. L. DOUGLAS

check account with the

a

are

trained experts in every department
constantly inventing new ideas and

new

It will soon be time for you to be getting your
430RfV and APPLE money and when you

!

Wheeler,

A FLY NET

Florist.

Ereat

styles and shapes.

Miss S. M.

Ι!Ό commissioners to receive and examine the
claims o»' creditors against the est tte of Hannah
M. Knox, late of Porter, in said county, de-

E. P. Crockett,

Hosiery.

Summer Underwear and

CUT FLOWERS.

I

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑ1ΝΕ.

gold
please

pair

and $3.50 Pat. Colt and Vici Kid Oxfords.
Sale Price $2.25. C and D wide.

W. O.

requirements

Wherefore he pray·, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under «aid
Acts, except such debt· as are exBetween South Paris post office bankruptcy law
from such discharge.
cepted by
Dated this 16th ilay of August, A. D. 190».
of
a
A.
and
LEWIS W. CHILD, Bankrupt.
Finder
bowed
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΗΕΟΚ.
District of Maine, as.
Charles Edwards.
34 On this 21st day of Aug., A. D. 1909, on
reading the foregoing petition, It 1»—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be hail
upon the same on the luth day of Sept. A. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon: and that
notice thereof be pt'bllshed In The Oxfonl
Democrat, a uewspapcr printed tn tald District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
In interest, may appear at the said time and
place, and show cause, if any they have, why
tie prayer of said petitioner should not be
AT THE
granted.
And It is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addreiDed to them at their places of residence as

Kenney's,
spectacles.

$3.00

OXFORDS.

REVELATION

LADIES'

LEWIS

In 8outh Parle, Aug. 23, Albion Keith Spofforil, a (fed 28 vcare.
In East Hebron, Aug. 20, J. J. Fuller, aged 84
years.
In Canton, Aug. 17, Alpheus Packard, aged 77
years.

Norway

South. Paris

trlct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
the
W. CHILD, of Hartford. In
County of Oxford, and State of Malm·,
tn said District, respectfully represents, that on
the 1st day of May, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress
relating to Bankruptcy; that be has duly surrenderee! all his property and right· of property
and has fully complied with all the
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.

I'arle, Aug. 21, Job Holmes llaweon, aged

notify

Ask lo See tlie $2.38 Suil Table.

)
CHILD,
[ In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Halk, Judge of the Die.

ν ears.

J.

Big Bargains in Knee Suits.

Great

Discharge.

Petition for

In tbe matter of
LEWIS W.

Died.

J
J

Bankrupt's

many have, and are well pleased
with the bargains offered.

Men's Summer Suits cut $2.50 to $β.
Men's Odd Trousers cut 40c. to $1.

by

Married.

In

the

great

A

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

a

73

In

District op Maine, sr.
On this 21st day of Aug A. D. 1909, on reading the foregoing peUtlon, It laOrdered by the Court, That a heating be bad
upon the same on the 10th day of Sept., A. D.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said Dlatrlct, At 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any the/ have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
mall to all known credthe Clerk shall send
itors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 21·: day of Aug
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
[L. β.J
A true copy of peUtlon and order thereon.
Attest:-.» Λ M E3 Ε HEWRY, Clerk.

In West Parle, Aug· 9, to the wife of Charlee
H. Curtis, a eon, Llnwoo<l Linden.
In Parte, July 14, to the wife of Pearl A. Rip-

ley,

Norway,

of

State of Maine,
District, respectfully represents, that
on the lith day of September, last past, be was
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all bis property and rights of
property, and has fully compiled with all the
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays, That he may be decreed by the Court to have a full discharge from
all debt· provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acta, except such debt· a· are excepted by law from such discbarge.
Dated this 10th day of August, A. D. 1909.
ALVIN C. SCRIItNER, Bankrupt.

Born.

■

.J

of Maine:

C. SCRIBNER,
ALVIN
County of Oxford, and
In said

eerros

Have You Profited by Attending F. H. Noyes Co.'s
August Clearance Sale?

Sincerely,

B. & Z. a PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK. NORWAY. MAINE.

CASTORIA For Infuts and ChiMrtn.

Tl·KUYnHillJUjipBuiM

Bears the

/jf?/

f-

..

=—==^=as

HOW WELL YOU LOOK— The Land of

Puzzledom.

The satisfaction of feeling well Is doubled by looking welL The
"
Ahrwd's Bitter· are the one remedy that you can
true "L F.
on to keep stomach, liver and bowels in perfect
always depend
condition that means good health.
35 cents a bottle at dealers.
"

1 would advise every
is their home. For sick
all that it claims «0 be."

No. 590.—Concealed Word Square.
Five letter baae. One word in each
sentence.
1. Bat was discouraged. for bis three
ventures all proved disastrous.
2. Shall Perclval or Reginald go wltb

Wai Lubec, Me.
family to keep the "L P.* Alwirf» Batter·
is
a
it
valuable
remedy. It is
headache,
—Nina B. Ramsd*l.

as?
3. Tbe lateness of tbe bonr kept Anne
from going out
4. She was not especially entertain-

FOR SALE.
weigh-

good young horses,
between 1200 and 1300.

Three

ing

four young

ipg.

Also

5. All tbe theatres seemed to be well

cows.

patronized.

HIRAM M. BERRY,

No. 591.—Conning Puzzle.

R. F. D. i, South Paris.

31 If

Tear· Early Riser·

Purest Flour

π» «»■■■» tu» »»■>

"Of the various qualities of flour obtained from the same wheat, the lower
are those most contaminated
with grease, dirt, and objectionable
bacteria: the freedom of flour from
these, increases with its purity."
Prof. Wm. J ago,
thf terll knvten Α*»(/'ι·Α chemist.

grades

The purity of William Tell flour is
due to the costly equipment and exceptional care to keep the grain and
flour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermetically
••«led tank· at the big mills of Ansted
& Burk Co.
Before grinding^it is cleaned ·ϊχ
time·.
Neither grain nor flour ever touches
anything but the bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof machinery. Even
the flour bags are sewed up by

çTorifanî».

tSAjuKiStrt.

cT>»ir»oor.

Recognizing

chaser to
goods and

an

the

rights of the

test of their

a

of

examination

quality

pur-

the
be-1

machiner^·.

William Tell comes to you from
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on

fore payment is required, we have,
for twenty-five years refused to accept payment in advance.

having—

William Tell

Full satisfaction or no payment. Send for catalogue.

F. L. SHAW,

N. D. Bolster Co.

President.

Portland, Augusta,
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EOtlYSKlSNEYCURE
Kidneys
Right

Bangor.

When in want of

anything

MIND!

In

in onr lines give us

WE CAS SAVE YOU MONEY.

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders* Finish, Glass,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Our

Paroid

Putty, Nails,

Linseed Oil,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

House Faints,
Barn Faints,
Roof Faints,

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Faints,
paints include Impervious, Heath A* Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
TIIE TIME TESTED KIND.

Roofing—The beat of all roofings.
try imitations.

best for automobiles and

sell "Columbia

telephones.

Ignition Batteries" the

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
I

(W

ο

\&

~

LIQUID

PainT

Largest Faculty.

Largest

Finest Locition and

FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 7, 1909.

Better than Standard
The only cement on the market
ground so fine that it is 10 °o

finer than the U. S. Govern-

standard.

EDISON
Portland Cement
Government Standard: 75% must
pass through a sieve with 40,000 Meshes
to the Square Inch.
Edison Requirement: not 75°o, but
85/V—10 "β more—must pass through the
sieve.

10% Finer Cement means 10X More
Concrete at Sane Cost for Cement
Made of tested materials, scientifically proportioned,
and ground to the fineness of flout.
why and how, or send direct to us

perlrctly burned

Ask your dealer
lot fiée booklet.

Sold

My first, a fish, voracious, fierce.
My second holds him fast.
My whole, though found mid rugged rocks,
When cut shines fair at last.
Sarah stood and to you beckoned;
"Come, our hoops we'll roll."
Through my first you took my second
And fell upon my whole.

toy

A. W. Walker & Son,
South Par is, Maine.

s

Organs.

Words—Forest,

Runner,

able. arable, spar, able.

Uaps, Flba.

Arab.
No. 584.—Riddle: Box.
No. 5S5.—In Business Hours: Chrysanthemum. They, heart, crusty, man,
hum. church, anthem, years, there,
muse, cry. hurt. mate. man. harass,
share, chant, carry, nest, chrysanthemum.

t. Stag,
No. 58C.—Hidden Animals:
3. Ape.
2. Hog, hogshead.
apex. 4. Dog. doge. 5. Bear, beard.
7. Fawu. fawnin·?.
J. Cat. Catholic.
10.
8. Boar, board. 9. Cow. wwl.
Bull, bullet. 11. Ox. oxygen. 12. Rat.

stagnant.

13. Ewe. ewer.
rattle
HenceNo. Γ>87.—Pictured Word:
forth.
No. 5S8.—Beheadmeuts and Curtailroar-blt-er.
ments.
Ap-pend-lx.
man-oe.

re-lap

se.

No. Γ»89.—Odd HI vision:»: Kspy. e-spy.
Cabin, cab-in. Drag, d-ra;r.
If you are all run down Foley's Kidney Remedy will help you. It strengthens the kidneys so they will eliminate
the impurities from the blood that dethe nerves, and cause exhaustion,
aokache, rheumatism, and urinary irregularities, which sap the vitality. Do
not delay.» Take Foley's Kidney Remedy
at once. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Eress

"Why don't you prosecute the scamp?
Didn't he work you for a lot of credit?'*
No, I can't say be did," admitted the
truthful merchant "He permitted me
to force it on bira."
Bloodine, The World's Tonio, is the
beet tonic and body
Free
builder.
Sample by mail for 10c. Address, The
Bloodine Co Inc., Boston, Mass.

he goes out."

Organs.
$135

$'75·

present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $15, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
instruments.
in
musical
a good trade
to ouy

called the old gentleman
from the top of the stairs, "give that
young man this dollar note."
"What for, papa?" asked bis daughter
in surprise.
"Why, I want him to pay oar milk
man bis bill.
I know be'U meet hie as

For indigestion and
ail stomach
trouble take Foley's Orino Laxative as It
stimulates the atomach aad liver /sad
regulates the bowels a ad will positively
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone core habituai oonstipattea. F. A. Sbhrtleff A Co.
to
Second hand pianos from
for New Year's

Large Stock of New Pianos and

ΛΧΤ. J". Wbeelerf
Billing· BlOOk,
Soutb Pwrla,

-

«

WHO HAVB SXIN WBIQHT.

"She broke him of smoking so that be
could save money."
"And did he save moofcy?"
"Tee, he gotao Interested in saving
money that be broke off their engagement so that be oonld save still more."

What will yon take for that Congb
yon have, Bill? I don't want it, bnt it I
bad it I wonld take Bloodine Congb

Maine. Cheoker. A 26o, bottle will

ear·

yon.

The Zebra, or
Horse Tiger.

(London Part.)
Whether yon m the new machine Id
Children sometimes Jokingly call the
While the delicious suàimer and au- flight or tr· on It, you ere eaually contumn vegetable· are atill with as there vinced that It It impossible for a wind r.ebra tbe "penitentiary horse" because
ere tome new way· of using them which to turn It over sldeway, while whenever
of Ita atrlpea. For the same reaaon it
will appeal to the housekeeper tired of atom le being described the machine baa also been called by nataraliata tbe
aort
the old one·. Some of the·· are a
practically floda Ita own necessary angle hlppotlgrls. which means borae tiger.
of combination of a substantial dish of tilt jaat aa provided for a motor car
Tbe coloring of tbe true zebra la like
the
make·
which
course
with the salad
that travels on a aolid surface by the
tbat of tbe Bengal tiger—yellowlah,
lunat
meal
bankentire
an
curved
for
whole suitable
boliding of a parabolically
cheon or supper. One of the best of ing aa at Brooklanda. Indeed, the ex* with black stripes.
Tbe disposition of tbe zebra used to
of an aerial voyage In a flyer
these is
*,
m aome pointa of resemblance to skat- be considered almost as fierce as tbat
BEAR AND TOMATO SALAD.
at 8t. Morlfz over a deep crystal, of tbe tiger. Tbe old naturalists deBake a quantity of beans in a pot over ing
clear sheet, through which you can aee clared It whs so hopelessly wild tbat
let
them
and
as
very
get
usual,
night
to'
depths below and on which you It could never be trained to harness.
cold, but use the next day after baking, aregreat to
be a trifle nervoua until you
apt
while still freshly cooked. Put them in
Tbat bus been proved a mistake. In
have deacribed a few flgnres that mark
the center of a round platter and about
skates. When man- tbe London zoological garden there
with
the
ice
your
with
of
tomato
the edge put slioes
sprigs
the familiar figure of are now several zebras tbat trot In
of watercress between, or bits of the yel- euvering, too,
In
la a very favorite one for con- harness In a gentle, docile way.
low leaves of lettuce. Make some stiff eight
near the point
Bome of (he traveling menageries in
and pass with the dish ; or, venience eake for keeping
Son· New Salad·.

mayonnaise

of taking off. That is why at nights
mix this with the beans and let this seaused to be lit to let Mr.
the tomato slices as well, after it is flare lights
know where he should come
served. Sauce tartare may be substitut- Wright
and tliat ia, if anything, an easier
ed for the mayonnaise sometimes for a down,
thing than rising, for the motor ia stopchange.
and in place of anything like a sudA really excellent luncheon dish is a ped
den
drop you merely glide down an
cream
and
tomatoes
of
cheese,
mixture
aerial incline to the gradual extent of
served ice cold.
one in eight, which no motorist dreams
AND CREAM-CHEESE SALAD. of
TOMATO
regarding as a considerable dipping
Choose medium-sized tomatoes and of the way when be encounters from the
slice very thick after peeling them. higher end a road graded in that proDrain well and wipe off each slice; on portion.
And when you alight it is so gently
top of each put a thick layer of oream
the
cheese mixed with chopped green pep- that you are not alwaya comcioua of
have touched the ground.
pers, and in the middle of each put a fact that you
round of the pepper. Or, mix chopped When the flyer ceases to move forward,
red pimentoes with the cheese and use like the rest of Mr. Wright's passengers,
either green or red pepper on top. I did not want to get out of my seat.
Cover all with French dressing before Indeed, nothing struck me as more extraordinary than the confidence which
serving and lay on lettuce.
the machine inspires. There are apENDIVE AND TOMATO SALAD.
proximately 10.000 interested spectators
»
Get some endive and separate like at the camp at Le Mans, and practically
celery stalks; lay in ice-water half an every one of them is longing for the
hour and wipe dry. Peel some small chance of becoming Mr. Wright's pastomatoes and cut into sections like or- senger one of these days, yet not one in
anges; put the endive on a cold diet) the four of them would trust himself in
with a little lettuce beneath it, and a balloon.
I believe that Mr. Wright has carried
arrange the tomatoes at the sides.
Cover with French dressing. Later io 30 different passengers in France to date,
the year when tomatoes are out of sea- and every one of them has been loth to
son, or possibly when endive is not io step off the machine when it alighted.
market, this salad is easily copied in Moreover, he took up two women shortmaterials at hand. Make a strong to- ly after his brother's accident in Amerimato aspic of the canned vegetable and ca, yet neither of the womeo had essayset with gelatine; pour into a baking ed ballooning. 1 assure you it is a most
powder can and set on ice till firm delicious sensation, albeit one of the
Get some very small tender celery and notion of which I find it impossible to
separate into stalks, cutting them even- convey in words of others. You do not
ly, and put on lettuce; turn out the to- notice the vibration, you forget the
mato jelly, slice into three-Inch pieces, noise, you are unconscious that any
and divide into sections, like the fresh effort whatever is being made. These
tomato; serve with French dressing or flyers are bound to become popular, nor
can I see anything in tbero that is expenmayonnaise.
sive, for if you had the knowledge you
TOUATO AND EGG HALAI).
c iuId build one fur 11000.
This is one of the best of supper dishes.
Slice large tomatoes Into thick pieces,
The Danger of Knocking.
drain and wipe them, and lay on lettuce.
"The eimplest proposition," said SenaBoil hard some eggs and drop into cold tor
Beveridge ima recent address, "must
water to loosen the shells; peel them be set out with the utmost care in the
and
remove
and cut off the small ends
wording, or misunderstanding, dissent,
tbe yolk without breaking the white. even
anger may result.
Mix this with mayonnaise or sauce tar"Thus as a train was moving forth
the
toon
stand
tbe
and
stuff
egg;
tare,
from a Cincinnati station a man stuck
mato, the open end down, and put a liis head far out of the window.
each
of
on
the
of
"
top
dressing
spoonful
'Keep your head in there,' a station
just as it is served.
attendant shouted in warning, 'or It will
A variation of this dish is this: pre- be knocked off V "
"
pare tbe eggs, just as before, but devil
'Knocked off!' shouted the passentbe yolk, using dry mustard, oil, salt
'Knocked off by anybody the size
ger.
"
and pepper, and vinegar. In place of of
you, you bandy-legged shrimp!'
the tomato put rounds of toast, spread
first with butter, then with anchovy;
Her Awful Sin.
serve on lettuce with mayonnaise on top
A little girl of six once went in great
the
of
eggs.
that el;
diHtrene to her mother,
son

saying

had committed a ein which was too bad
and which was too bad to
Wash and drain some crisp white to be forgiven
be repeated. By dint of a little coaxing
lettuce and lay on a very cold dish.
she wae induced to make a full confesMake some email balle of cream cheese,
in this wise:
mixed with a little cream and salt, and sion, which was
"I felt so sorry for poor Satan and
make a depression, like a minature well,
So
In this put any wanted to give him a little comfort.
on top of each one.
I got a glass of cold water and poured it
rich red jelly, either the Bar-le-Duc,
a little ho'e in the kitchen floor."
which comes in glasse», or a little cur- down
raut jam; put French dressing on the
CURED Π AY FEVERTND SUMMER
lettuce in generous quantities, and on
COLD.
this
is
little
cream
the
balls;
top arrange
A. S. Nusbanm, Batesville, Indiana,
an exceptionally attractive dish and one
writes: "Last year I suffered for three
that tastes as good as it looks.
months with a summer cold so distressSALAD.
CREAM-CHEESE
AND
PEPPER
ing that, it interfered with my business.
Get some green or red peppers of only I had many of the symptoms of hay
medium size; cut off the email end," re- fever, and a doctor's prescription did not
move the iuHide, and wipe them out. reach my case, and I took several mediFill them with cream cheese wet with cines which seemed only to aggravate it.
cream and well seaeoned, and press Fortunately 1
insisted
upon
having
down very firmly to p^ck the cheese in Foley's Honey and Tar.
It quicklv
ice
all the little flutiogs inside. Set on
cured me. My wife has since used
till very cold and then turn them on the Foley's Honey and Tar with the same
a sharp knife cut them
with
and
success." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
side,
acioss, making slices of cream cheese
"But why did you refuse him? I
with an edge all around each one of
loved him."
pepper. Lay on lettuce and cover with thought you said you
"I do. But I refused bim so that
French dressing. The ordinary Dutch
cheese is quite as good to use in this when I Anally accept him, and we're
salad as the mord expensive cream wed, I can remind bim how often he
cheese that comes in tin foil.
begged me to marry bim."
CHSKSE AND JELLY SALAD.

GRAPE AND CHEESE SALAD.

Can you believe your senses? When
of them, taate and smell, having
been impaired if not utterly destroyed,
by Nasal Catarrh, are fully restored by
Ely's Cream Balm, can you doubt that
this remedy deserves all that has been
said of it by the thousands who have
used it? It is applied directly to the affected air-passages and begins its healing
work at once. Why not get it to-day?
All druggists or mailed by Ely Bros., 50
Warren Street, New York, on receipt of
>
50 cents.
two

sandwiches.

DATE AND CHEESE SALAD.

Get some large fine dates, wash them
and open one side to remove the stone.
Stuff with cream cheese, lay on lettuce
and nee with them a mayonnaise mixed
with a third of the quantity of whipped
cream.
Or, make a stiff mayonnaise
and whip a little cream and on one side
of the individual plates put a spoonful
of each, side by side.
CHESTNUT SALAD.

Get tome of the large Italian chestnuts
and simmer till the shell loosens. Peel
them, put into hot water again for ten
minutes and drop into cold water to remove the skins; rub them till white with
a coarse towel; they can be put back
into the hot water twice if necessary.
When they are done, dry well, put into
lettuce cups, and cover with a spoonful
of mayonnaise; or mayonnaise mixed
with whipped cream.
A very substantial dish suitable for a
supper is made of left-over chicken or

turkey.

CHICKEN AND NUT SALAD.

Get some Brazil nuts, and after taking
out the meats in as large pieces as possible, drop into boiling water for a moment, then into cold, and rub off the
skins. Drain and mix with an equal
quantity of cold chicken or turkey
breast, cut into good-sizud pieces, and
two or three hard-boiled eggs.
Or,
merely quarter the eggs and when the
salad is finished put these around the
edge. Mix the note and meat with mayonnaise and lay on lettuce.
POTATO AND CHIVE SALAD.

America are also to be seen zebras
trained to lia mens.
Breaking α zebra to harness is not
easy, however, it must be admitted.
The little horse tiger starts In with
teeth and hoofs when anybody tries to
bridle It and hurls its legs about till

be fairly looks like η flying plnwheel.
Some years ago a man named Itarey
was tbe most famous horse trainer in
the world. Me went through the Unit-"
od Suites and through European countries giving exhibitions of his power

XVI.—The War With
France

By Albert Piywo TeAun·

Τ UK 4BBUA.

Men
everywhere hunted up the
fiercest, most powerful and un* : vl
clous horses (hat could I»*· found ami
brought them to Itarey to brei;k In In
of the audiences that gather

presence

ed to see his performances.
At last, having conquered (be worst
kind of horses. Itarey tried his hand
hull
upon a little menagerie zebra not
so 1>1κ as some of the horses he had
conquered, but could do uotbing at all
So Harcy gave It up, and
with it.

word went abroad that the zebra was
untamable.
in general, though, people like to do
things nobody lias ever accomplished,
and men kept ou trying to make the
wild lin I·· lior.- c tiger obey a master
At length they have been at least part-

ly successful.

i' ishing In Days

Long

Gone.

Do yon like to }.o llsliiiipr? If you do
you will also like to read how fish
were enufiht before the days i»f writIn every part of the
ld ttry.
ten
world whore man lias lived, though It
be a uilllhn years ago, he has left
Wherever these
traces of hit.iself.
traces are there are evidences that
people er.nght and ate lish. even
tin ιι·.Ίι they did not know enough to
make and wear any clothes.
The tishh-.oks maile by prehistoric
boys an· still found in France and
Switzerland, though the history of
those who made the hooks Is lost.
Who were they? What did they look
like? Nobody knows.
They did know how to flsh right
skillfully, though, :;s some of the bone
hooks left In their caves in SwitzerLook at
land ard In France show.
the pictures of the hooks, notice their
numbers, then see the description attached to the numbers In the list below:
One strange f:irt about these prehistoric fl"!;in" hoi ks is that they are so
much alike, though they come from

parts of the world widely separated.

You notice that No. 1. the hook that Is
older than history in Norway, is
nearly like those In use among western
The
Indians many centuries ago.
OnondagM Indian's Ideas had developed till he knew enough to shape a
barb ou the end of his deer horn fishhook. You would not know from the
looks of It that the bone Implement
used by the Eskimo Is a fishhook, yet
such It Is. The bone tapers down towas

rubbed

have suffered,
Foley's Kidney Remedy will help you.
Mrs. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne, W. Va.,
write·: "I was a sufferer from kidney
disease, so that at time· I could not get
out of bed, and when I did I could not
atand straight. I took Foley's Kidney
Remedy. One dollar bottle and part of
the second cured me entirely." It will
cure yon.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

long you

Boil six potatoes of ordinary size, peel
and cool them; cut Into dice, mix with
half the quantity of bard-boiled egg and
a few nut meats, and cover all with
French dressing and set on ice for at
least two bonrs: Then, if dry, add more
dressing and last sprinkle all with chopped chives. The latter comes now
Angry Patron—That's the third time
growing, and a few cents' worth goes a
long way in salad. Chives are al«o a you've given me the wrong number.
feasant addition to any plain toaato or You mnst bave what they call the telephone ear.
ettnee salad.
Oirl in Central Office—I beg your
A charmingly
little dish to be
pretty
pardon, air, bnt that isn't the tronble.
made before the frost oomes is
You have what we call the corn-meal
WATKBM ELON SALAD.
mush voice.

l'KH.I IMl'OItlC V SHIIOOK

;.

LI, hoo* ο I prehistoric man in Norway;
2, Long Uiand Indian's bone hook; 3.
deer horn hook of ancient Onondaga Indian; 4, bone used as fishhook by ancient Indians of Norton sound, Alaska.]
till It was sharp as a knife. Λ leather
firing was then tied fart around the
■rroovt! In the middle, the sharp bone
was run kmgthwl.se through the body
of a small fish from its head to its

cuds In the fish's throat, and that is
how this queer looking fishhook was
used. It WH about three Inches long.
TI-.2 Cams Cld Thing.

in process of erection will be ρ
'09.
Scholarships.
self help.

possibly soften tl)p hearts of the directorate toward our country. This was
rank graft and blackmail, and so Plnck
ne.v regarded it. for lie replied to ι lit·
offer:
/..N

Fall term begins Sept. 14

Maine.

South Paris,

ι

for)

ablaze with wrath.
Preparations
the coming struggle were everywhere
made. The navy department was established (naval matters having hith
erto been under control of the secretary of wart, coast defenses were
strengthened. and congress on July 14.
1708. for the purpose of ralslntr an
armament, decreed the first direct national tax ever levied on the peuple of
this country. The president had the

famous alien and sedition acts passed,
to banish, practically
at will, any of the 30.000 Frenchmen

authorizing him

then living here and to suppress any
paiters that spoke III of the admlulsiration. Λ provisional army was enlisted,
and Washington was called from his
peaceful retirement to assume the position of commander In chief. Then,
In July. 1708. the first blow

W. E. SARGEN Γ.
HEBRON. Μ λ :\K.

3039

TOWN OF PARIS.

Stephen Decatur with the war uloop
Delaware captured a twenty-nine gun
French privateer. She was aptly rechristened the Retaliation and added
to our Infant navy. Then. In Februarv. 17'.»!». after several minor actions,
most
the
came
important light of
the whole brief
war.

flagship

OHANÇE AND NUT SALAD.

Lives of fishermen remind us
We inay strive for prlze.i grand
And, departing, leave behind us
Tales of flab we felled to land.

r

11

Lot

new

!.|

No

"&Lé Longloy,

Ma'-e.

—

Carpets

Wool
to

ON

close out odd patterns

ami

in

up stock.

Chas. F, Ridlon,
MAINE.
βο

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents

|

I RADE

m*""»

Designs
Copyrights Ac
«ketch and description
whether

Anyone «priding α
aacertam our opinion
invention i« probably

free
Connut)
tlon· atrlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Pat
Oldest agency fur necuruig patei
ft
Co. re
Mutiu
through
Patent· taken
rpteial notice, without charge. In th·

quickly

j

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
bay

state:

LiQuid Paint.

[

MADF. IN NEW ENGLAND.
BEST FOR NEW ENGLAND.
For Sale

SON,

Sample Card· Free.

Jeweler and Graduate

Scientific American

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.ar,re·
culatlon of any «denude Journal. Terr.'
nsw«rt.
year : four month·, |L Sold by all

Optician.

ate
i/insurgente
υ IT the island of
St. Kltts. Λ running tight of sev-

MUNNiCo.MI,""""Newyofi(

Picture Frames

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings *1,

&

eral hours ensued.
ending with the

High
NORWAY,

in

MAINE.

The fighting was contiued to uaval
Although the "provl
engagements.
«louai army," under Washington, stood
ready to defend the country as gallantly as hi the Revolution. 1·; sen
Ices were not needed, for, while the
A competent perWANTED!
war was still raging at sea. the directson to carry on Alumni House, an
and
France's
orate went out of |K)wer
Modreins of government were seized by 18 room dormitory for girls.
Napoleon Nona pa rte. President Adams ern bath-room ; hot and cold water ;
received word that the new French
furnished
;
government was willing to end hostili- electricity

completely

peace Available for summer boarders each
1 to
treaty highly advantageous to the year from
15.
WashUnited States was drawn up.
at once, in pet son, on the premit-es.
ington did not live to see the return of
peace, as he died Dec. 14. 1700.
1800, a

July

Apply

Sept.

W. A. Robinson.

3ur

Honey Finding Bird.
One of the most 'sagacious birds I.·
certainly the bee cuckoo, or uioroc, »
little bird very like the sparrow. It is
found iu various parts of Africa
where wild bees abound, and, being
office over C.
Will be at his
uuable to help itself to the honey
Ridlon's
F.
grocery store, Main St.,
which is Its favorite food, it resorts to |
human aid.
Having discovered a
«opt.
swarm of bees, it flies to the nearest
ΙΟ A. N. to 4 P. X.
habitation and attracts by its cries of I
"cherr, cherr. cherr," the attention of
At Rumford, Friday, Sept 10th,
gome of the natives.
It llieu Hies oil j
In the direction of the uest. uttering
Eyes examined free and all Glasses
Its cry and waiting for Its followers warranted
satisfactory.
to overtake It. Should they be tardy
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
It returns to meet them and seems trying to urge them ou to greater speed, Lewiston, every day except
the natives answering with a low whisArrived at its destination. It Is
tle.
alleu. waiting patiently on the bough
of a neighboring tree while its human
Also
Hemlock covering boards.
friends dig out the nest, a good share
work horse for sale.
good
of the honey and comb containing the
A. KENNEY,
bee maggots being left by them for |
their feathered guide. The uativis nev
South Paris.
er Injure this bird and always prevel!
travelers front shooting It.
NOTICE.
In the District Court of the Unlte<1 States for "the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Engraving on Egg·.
In the matter of
)
To engrave an egg, write your uauic
■NOS A. FABNUM,
JIn Bankruptcy,
of If llton Plan., Bankrupt. )
>r anything you like on the eggshell
To the creditor*! of Enos A. Farnum, In the
A'lth l>eeswax or varnish. Plunge the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby given that on the 7th day of
?gg into a weak acid (vinegar will do).
the said Knos A. Farnum was
Wherever the shell Is not protected by Aug., A. D. 1900, bankrupt, and that the first
duly adjudicated
:he covering material It be omes de- meeting of his creditors will be held at the
office of the Beferee, No. 8 Market Square, South
composed. and "the engraving stanl* Paris, on the 1st day of Sept., A.
D. 1909, at
jut iu relief. If you experiment with 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at jrhleh time the
•aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
ι blown egg you must close up the
sppolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
•uds with sealing w«x. Two or three transact such other business as may properly
some before said meeting.
[tours will be sufficient to bring out the
South Paria, AugustΰΤιβοβ.
wIltkb L. «BAT,
engraving.
BefMW Ib BMkrnptcy.

Dr. Austin

j

Tenney,

Ooullet,
Norway

Friday,

J.

*

and Pictures,

HILLS,

lation came upon
the French frig-

sent free.

Branch ODce. 826 F HU Waihiugtoti. l·

by

S. P. MAXIM &
South Paris.

his
In
Constel-

ties. and on Sept. 30.

r
.r.,

The
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. .V
goods. Call and fee this line.
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

NORWAY,

Commodore

Truxtun

TRANSPORTATION

tr.
Od Wednesday, September l»t, I'.<
m
Intendlr g School Committee of th>will coosider hhls fur the lran»| ><
for the eneulnp term or term
owing districts, Hall, Roister, W
Mountain district*, to called.
All l)Ms must b? In writing, sea
eented to the undersigned betore r.·
The right Is rewr·.
tern her 1st, 1H09.
any or all bids. Information a* to
be had of the Superintendent of s,
SUPERINTENDENT OK ft i:
For the Tow

Corner Main and Danforth St:.

war|

struck.

·«

A LOW PRICE

NEAR Ο. T. STATION,

fense. but not one cent fur tribute!"
The delegates then notified Adams
that their mission to France was unsuccessful and urged him to make
ready for war. The United States was

9.

For catalog and information
the Principal,

for Same.

niLLETT,

E. 0.

<1,.

for

use Nov. 1,
tu ni t< is for

—

25tf

meant

Mra. Crawford—8o bis wife is ex·
This makes an excellent dish for a
travagant in dress?
fine
Peel
Sunday-night snpper:
large
Mrs.
now
Crab· haw—Very.
Just
oranges and remove all the transparent she's getting a coat of tan at a hundredakin as well as the white Inside, leaving
dollar-a-week seaside resort.
golden sections of soft pulp. To three
ν
oranges take a cup of Inglleb walnut
With
cbronlo bronobitis,
People
meats; for dressing, take three table■poonfuls of oil to one of lemon juice, asthma and long tronble, will find great
with salt and a little paprika; mix. well, relief and comfort in Foley's Honey and
toes all together, and serre on whit· let· Tar, and can avoid suffering by comtuoe leaves.—Josephine Grenier In Harp- mencing to take It at onoe. F. ▲. Shurtleff 4 Co.
er'· Baiar.

Repairs

I7fh,

HEMLOCK BOARDS.

ripe watermelon cot with
Bloodine Liver Pilla cure Siok Headfor making potato
balls, rounds of the red melon; drain aches, Biliousness, Dizziness, Dyspepsia
aod chill and serve in lettuce cups with and Constipation. 25c. · box, mailed
French dressing.
by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mas«T
From a firm,

large scoop

certificate. Splendid girls'd>
ry
provide· room· for HO girls undei »η· of
Home corof..r: ,l0d
•iz lady teachers.
.· ry
home supervision. New boys' <!

A

Fridays.

I

a

And All

D.

es

■

Full line of NEW CARRIAGES.
hinted that a bribe of $240.(Hlil. CARRIAGE FURNISHINGS and
way of unofficial tribute, might REPAIRS.

MIIII..MU

Academy.

Xj.
Cream Separators,
NIorway,
Gasoline Engines, Etc.

An emissary of the French goveri.
ment waited on the three AmerHiu*·
and
after
however,
pointing out
France's grievances ngaltist- the United
In the

Farm

Mowing Machines,
Horse Rakes,
Disc & Tooth Harrows,

peaceful adjustment

Portland. M*.

on

prepared

am

to furnish

of the trouble, sent Chief Justice John
Marshall and Elbrldge (Jerry to Join
Plnckney as a commission accredited
Th<
to settle the misunderstanding.
directorate Instead of meeting the dele
gatlon halfway snubbed It severel;

States

agency

Fryeburg Academy.

tall. ui:d there the Eskimo hoy was
Manager—What?
with his hook, line and bait. Ile threw
Cigar Manufacturer—What! Why,
baited hook into the wuter, a big
P^natella A Maduro have flooded the the
halted
trade with a nickel cigar wearing three fish nabbed It. swallowed It, the
hook stuik crosswise with Its sharp
bands.
No matter how

a

I

General A?«d

Three course·, College, Ko^littL
tiflc. Admit· to New England

flight.

the
wise
waiting for a hus-

intellect· on my staff think of that?

Machinery,

tried to rnln our commerce.
Adams sent Charles C. Plnckney to
The directoFrance as ambassador.
rate refused to receive him. The president reffised to regard tills Insult as
cause for open war and. In the ho|ie «if

bringing about

Oiborne

the

MSCOMB,

located in the country but hut
il#
convenience· of the city in tL*i »..v
steam
Lea
electric
light*,
c.
water,
Modern in equipment and in me ,<]·.

Co.

taken the

Having

sale at priro ij,»i

rate· a· low as other lines

Hebron

druggist

Power
young United States had made rapid
National prosperity had set
strides.
OF NORWAY, ME.,
In
under Washington's eight year
invites proposal* for tbe completion of
presidency, a constitution had been the tail race at their power plant at
adopted, and relations were established Pari*, Me. Bide will be opened tbe 20tb
with foreign powers.
of this month. Thin means tbe removal
Washington's second term of office of approximately 125 cu. yds. of ledge
of
10C
expired in March of 1797. nnd John and the building of about « tq. yds.
Adams succeeded to the presidency, wall.
Spécifications can be had at the office
fîreat Britain and France were at war
of the Norway & Paris St. Ky. at Noraid
other.
France,
having
with each
way, Maine.
ed us In the Revolution, doubtless exThe Maine Puwer Co. reserves tbe
pected certain aid and official sympa right to reject any or all bids.
thy In return. But Washington had
MAINE POWER COMPANY,
Per H. B. Young, Supt.
determined not to be embroiled in any
foreign complications, so he held the
United States to a course of strict
This caused hard feeling
neutrality.
throughout France, a feeling which
culminated Just after Adauis' InauguFrance was at that
ration In 1707.
time a republic, too. having cast aside
the ancient monarchy and being governed by a committee of Ave. known

vessel's
Later
Truxtun attacked the «km it pkivateeh.
French
another
frigate. Ιλ Vengeance, and put her toI

remarked

Cigar Manufacturer—Scooped again!
Why in blaze· Midn't some of gigantic

on

1804—1Θ09

French

into a serious Illness. It will reDo not
store health and strength.
neglect signs of kidney or bladder
trouble and rink Bright's disease or
diabetes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Beer drinkers and others who suffer
with Bright'· Disease, Diabetes, Back
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
can be cured if they will take Bloodine
Blood and Kidney Tablets, 50c. a box,
mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc. Boston, Mass.

Through ticket·
railroad ctation·.
J. F.

surrender.

develop

home."

at 7 p. m., for Port·

Freight

$1.00

for

rek

*

day· and Sunday·,
land.

symptoms like those. It
ninety-nine
Buy
to-day.
fifty-cent
pleasant

The Haine

Returnlnc
Union Wharf, Boaton,

Leave

for

satisfaction,

for Boston.

it 8 P. M

Tills U a time
work
honored phmse In will do the
the United States, times out of s hundred
but many cannot : a
It
bottle
remember offhand
taste the
auch a
has
who originated It
child will like it If it doesn't
and In what moment of crisis Tb< ( improve the child to your
will
the
man
who uttered this Immortal defiance wa· Charles C. Plnckney. und the ! refund the money.
nation to which he addressed It warn
50c
our old ally and later foe, Frunce. for 85c.
by 171)7 relations between the two
countries were'decidedly strained.
Since the close of the Revolution the

I»

It will quickly correct urinary
irregularities, which, if neglected, may

woman,"

Steamship· "Governor Dingiey· ur
"Bay State" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week day· at 7 p. m., Snciaj»

TRUE S ELIXIR

ILLIONB for del
fenee, but uot one.
cent for tribute!" \

French warships
the directorate.
grossly Intuited the United States flag
then, growing more Insolent, captured
several of our merchant ships and

trouble.

"is always
band."
"How do you figure that out?" queried the interested spinster.
"If she isn't married" answered the
w. w., "she is waiting to get one, and if
she is she'· waiting for bim to come

«AILT imrone ichuay».

Are YOUlf children Pale?
Are they thin ; sleepless,
and lack the healthy appetite a child should have ?
Nothing like

as

Foley's Kidney Remedy for backache,
rheumatism, and kidney and bladder

widow,

Portland Division.

Fare 91.9ft ·■· way ι ft.OO Ronml Trip.

Harvesting
Hachinery. Împlle

ward the ends, where it
TAKE NOTICE.
All persons are recommended to take

"A

Eastern Steamship Company.

θχτ θ

The Wars of
Our Country

Eerience

forgot
ASIDE.

"Jennie,"

Pianos

«îrasBPMJsi'fiBrssas»
CoLumr, Oxford Democrat, South Put·. M·

■AST TO HAITDL·, ACCORDING TO THOSC

Get some nice white Malaga grapes;
slit one side open and with the tip of a
small knife take out the seed·». Put
them on lettuce and cover with French
Curtailings.
and set on ice to chill for a few
1. Doubly curtail a current report, dressing
then cover all with cream
moments;
drink.
2.
Curtail
and leave a strong
cheese put through the ricer.
a walking stick and leave a tin vessel.
SHRIMP AND PEPPER 8ALAD.
3. Curtail to leap In a frolicsome manWash the shrimps, remove the small
ner and leave a point of land.
and put them into ice-waAnswers.—1. Itumor. rum. 2. Cane, black string,
ter for an hour. Make a stiff mayon3. Caper, cape.
'■an.
naise, boil hard two eggs, and prepare
Mrs. Farmer—Say, mister, don't you
some red peppers as usual by cutting off
to
Puzzledom.
Key
the small ends and removing the inside. never do no work?
WanNo. 581.—Double Homonym:
Dewey Eve—Well, If youse knew how
Wipe each shrimp dry, add the eggs cut
dered, wondered: arc lights, ark lights. into even pieces as large as the shrimps hard it wuz fer a college-bred man to
asked by ungrammatiNo. 582.—Primal Acrostic: Franklin. and mix with mayonnaise; fill the pep- answer questions
cal females yer wouldn't ask dat.
Africa. No- pers; set on lettuce, and serve with olive
are soon

posi- mads, Kansas, Levers. Islaud, Nearly.
only
No. 583.—Metagram:
Sparable, par-

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

same

1.

—

ι

ΗΟΜΕΜΑΧΕΚ? COLÛMN.

Who dwell content thua LOT

Equipment.

as

ment

represented?

No. 595.—Charades.

Forgetting, they

to arrange a course for you and after graduation place you in a
tion. Out of Three Hundred and Eighty calls for help the past year we could
aupply 174. The 1U09 Catalogues are now ready. Send for one. Âddrens

Allow

What word is

ν

il

C^alMtac· ta ΑΙγΛΙρ».

The world renounced we'll envy not
When In seclusion we abide.

ME.

Attendance.

/K

No. 598.—Anagram.
When my ambitions are fulfilled
And tire thy feet In Fashion's ways
Upon a grassy knoll we'll build
A home for our declining days.

48
{
)BuRGESS.FûBÎS4CoVSHADES>/ PORTLAND,^
COMMERCIAL SI.

I

No. 597.—Garden Puzzle.
Of cours»· you have a garden this
Now tell me: 1. Which vegesummer.
table won? 2. Which was the most
active plant? 3. Which was the wisest? 4. Which made money? 5. Which
let water out of the rain barrel? 6.
What letters come from your garden?
7. Which did Tom eat?

hbhbûhihWa a^)r

118

c^n

Before the work was done.
But then he drew three teeth, and she
Went home as happy as could be.

DO YOU WANT COOD PAINT

"*

No. 594.—Pictured Word.

No. 596.—Transposition.
They took Mollle to the dentist.
But when they got her one
They had to give a little two

Parts.

Soutli

No. 593.—Riddle.

You may live In me If you will
Or use me In your pressing need,
in summer I'll afford you shade.
You see. 1 am a friend Indeed.
I'm dull. I'm clear, in music found.
Look for me. too. on level ground.
And yet your friend you'd lose. 1 claim.
If you should call him by my name.

IL

Call and see them.

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We

for bis bread and butter or share tbe
cup of tbe poor than to take a penny
of tbe estate, although tbe royal family were proud to own him. He was
triad to snap tbe bonds and face the
iragon of mlsfortuue rather than stagHe
nate like the moss grown rocks.
rose In the spirit of Independence and
passion for labor. Buch men are the
His reputation
Bower of the country.
was white as snow, and there was not
a drop of meanness In him.

Don't

that lasts.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind
in.
Regular sizes of doors io stock. Have your veranda screened
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We

No. 592.—Hidden Flowers.

They say that be would rather work

and Bladder

Makes

Keep

PLEASE

by

For Sale

Con these over and you will see
Their bidden meaning, presently.
First add to con an Arab's home.
Where he's my whole no more to roam.
A snarling dog affixed to con
Means just what we agreed upon.
Con blended with a northern elf
1· the great power to rule oneself.
Con bound together with a string
Peace, happiness and Joy will bring.
A steeple add to con and see
Wild villains plotting treachery.
Con blended wltl\. a Grecian isle
Makes city sidewalks worth th· while.
And it is true a beggar's fee
Added to con means sympathy.
Con and these jingles, sorry stuff.
Combined make what we've held enough.
—Youth's Companion.

I

Grade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH 'ARIS.

Nichols St.,

Bankrupt's Petition

for Discha'

In the matter of
JAMES K. DOW.

J

In It

Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. clakknck Haik, JtU·
trlct Court of the Unite·! iuu» (or t
of Maine:
K.

DOW, of Peru. In 1
Oxford. anil SUte
DUtrlct, respectfully repr.
the l*t «lay of May, last pi·'
on
Ίuly adjudged bankrupt undei I
Congre «η relating to Bankruptcy. ·. ·■
«luly surrendered all hi» property
of property, and DM fully eomplli
requirement· of said Act* and of
Court touching hi* bankrupt··?.

JAMES
ty of
In §al<l

!·
1

v *1'·'·

1

Wherefore be prays, That he may

by the Court to have a full dlsclotr,:·
debta provable against his estate
Bankruptcy Acta, except such dr
excepted by law from such dl*cliar»'<I» l'·
Date·! this 23rd dav of July, A
JAMBS K. DOW. Ht»
»»\
ORDER OF NOTICE TIIKHI
District ok Μ aink,

β».

,r''

'»!

On thl· 7th day of Aug.. A. D. 1·
Ing the foregoing petition, It Is—
*
Ordered by the Court, That a lie»'
* «
\ "·
upon the same or. the iTth day of
1909, before eald Court at Portland, In
it r"
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, an
Il, ir",
tlce thereof be puliU«be<l In the <>ifr>
»l»t.
I
«al·!
In
a
cntt, newspaper printed
that all known creditor*, and other p·'- ··*·
Interest, may ap|>ear at the *ald time .m» ;· 1
and ahow cause, If any they have.
I*
prayer of aald petitioner should not
r ll
And It Is further ordered by the Court,
the Clerk shall send by mall to all know::
Itora copie· of «aid petlt'on and this
l'4'
dressed to them at their place· of n -H"
■

st&Uyl.
'; ,Λ"
Witness the Hon. Clakkmie IIa!.►
at Port
of the aald Court, and tne seal thereof,
"f A ·<
Ttli
the
day
on
land, In said DUtrlct,
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEW Κ V, Ckrk.
fU a.j
or
A true copy of petition and order then
Attest: JAMES E. HEWKY.Clerk.

1

NOTICE.

for the
In the District Court of the United Slate·
DUtrlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the mntter of
In Bankruptcy
NKWELI. J. M A LOOS,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
in tht
To the creditor· of Newell J. Maloon,
County of Oxford and dlatrlct aforesaid day ·"
Notice 1· hereby given that on tne llth
J.
August, A. D 1909. the aald Newell
the
waa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
the oft·*
at
held
be
will
hU
creditors
of
meeting
Par!-,
South
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square,
10 o'clo· *
on the 1st day of Sept., A. D. l»w. at
creditor*
said
the
time
In the forenoon, at which
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trsntart
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
ι*
inch other boalneae aa may properly cutae
fore old meeting.
South Parla, August 14.1909
L. URAÏ, _ ^

}

Mayo

WÏlTKè

